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SHOWCASE is all about providing key technical information for evaluating geospatial
technologies like laser scanners, total stations and GNSS receivers. This year for the first time we
are pleased to include mobile mapping systems. These systems, comprising the integration of
laser scanners, cameras, GNSS, INS and other sensors have been in use for several years now.
Early innovators were often survey companies who integrated the disparate sensors to create
their own system. Now the major manufacturers all have systems.

Two years ago Showcase featured a case study using the Trimble MX8 mobile mapping system
system and last year’s Showcase No 1 featured a similar study using the Leica Pegasus Two
system. Meanwhile, Topcon supplied many of the mobile systems that captured street
photography for Google StreetView. The technology has now matured to the point where
others are entering the market place like Riegl and we are delighted to include a selection of
systems in this issue.

Our thanks to Leica, Riegl, Topcon and Trimble who responded to our enquiries. But they were
not the only ones we contacted. Alas, others did not respond and frankly there are too few
hours in the day to chase people who won’t grasp a free opportunity to present their products
in what we offer as a level playing field against their competitors. If they get in touch we will be
delighted to include them next time.

In addition to our tables of surveying equipment, Showcase always tries to bring case studies of
recent and diverse applications of geospatial technology. PBH Rail has been using cloud-based
technology that allows their surveyors to take the design into the field and upload any changes,
while contractors Clancy now take the BIM model to site. All of the leading survey equipment
manufacturers now offer similar variants of this technology which is helping to drive efficiencies
and the BIM initiative. Talking of which I am delighted to present an excellent article by Andrew
Thompson on Ground Information Modelling. In the rush to create highly accurate geospatial
models of a facility it is easy to forget the fuzzier site geotechnical information that exists
around geology, former uses and of course buried services. That too should form part of the
information system which is a proper BIM.

Another case study from Severn Partnership reports on how a Leica ScanStation faired under
truly arctic conditions, although rather more correctly Antarctic conditions. It includes some
striking and beautiful photography. Meanwhile another study looks at the growing
opportunities for surveying inland waterways using a remotely-controlled miniature vessel
equipped with an echo sounder, GNSS and tracked from the bank by a robotic total station.
Clever stuff.

I hope readers like our new cover design, which we’ve developed to cope with a different and
more economic printing arrangement. The previous glossy covers were attractive but they slid
everywhere when you tried to store them! Finally, watch out for PV Publications (stand L24) at
the GEO Business show, 24 & 25 May at the Business Design Centre, Islington. It promises to be
a busy two days of networking and learning and we shall be delighted to meet up with friends
old and new to discuss editorial, sponsorship and advertising opportunities.

Stephen Booth, editor

FOREWORD
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The next issue of Showcase
will be autumn 2016. Copy

date for editorial is 
19 September. Copy date for
advertisers is 27 September

for publication on 
10 October.

• Call +44 (0)1438 352617
for more details or go to

www.pvpubs.com 

A maturing technology enters this edition while
a raft of case studies show what’s possible

“In the rush to
create highly

accurate geospatial
models of a facility
it is easy to forget

the fuzzier site
geotechnical

information. . .
around geology,

former uses and of
course buried

services.”
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GNSS Systems & Sensors

Modular receiver
Trimble has a new scalable
GNSS receiver, the R9s. The
receiver is built on a sleek,
modular GNSS platform and
users can add functionality as
needs change. “The modular
portfolio is a key component
of our GNSS solutions,”
explains Jonathan Davis, GNSS
marketing director of Trimble’s
Geospatial Division. “This
could include being deployed
as an RTK base station to an
RTK rover mounted on a rod,
in a backpack or even on a
vehicle.”

The receiver can access
multiple GNSS constellations,
has wide-band 450 MHz
internal radio, Ethernet
connectivity and is easily
configurable via the front
panel. The R9s also supports
corrections services like

Trimble’s CenterPoint RTX and
enhanced xFill technology,
which allows users to continue
collecting data with centimetre
level accuracy indefinitely
when RTK or VRS connectivity
is lost.

Bullet point GNSS receiver
Sokkia has launched its
smallest and lightest ever
dual-frequency, multi-
constellation GNSS integrated
receiver - the GCX2.
Nicknamed ‘the bullet’, it
weighs just 375g, making it
the lightest in its class and
perfect for lightweight and
convenient operation. With
226 channels and optimised
satellite tracking technology,
the GCX2 speeds up satellite
acquisition, reduces power
consumption and provides
greater positioning accuracy –
all resulting in improved
workflow efficiencies.

Full wave antenna
Topcon has announced a new
full wave geodetic antenna.
The G5-A1 is portable and is
designed to provide improved
multipath mitigation for use
with a mobile base station
site or network reference
station. “When paired with
the Topcon NET-G5 receiver,
the zero-centred geodetic
antenna provides a powerful
and cost-effective entry-level
solution” explains Charles
Rihner, vice president of
Topcon’s GeoPositioning
Solutions Group. The G5-A1
is designed to track all
available and developing
satellite constellations, weighs
approximately 0.5 kg and is 7
inches (17.9 cm) wide.

Antenna for monitoring 
Leica Geosystems has released
a new antenna for GNSS
monitoring applications, which
supports multiple GNSS
satellite systems and signals.
Tracking up to 555 channels,
the GMX910 antenna is fully
integrated with the Leica
GeoMoS deformation
monitoring software and
seamlessly connects to Leica
GNSS Spider offering high
quality GNSS processing
results. It comes with an IP67
rating against dust and water,
extended temperature ranges
and low power consumption
enabling installation in remote

areas and severe conditions.

TOTAL STATIONS

Entry level with reflectorless
Sokkia has released two
additions to its CX total
station series. The CX-50 is
designed to provide an entry-
level option with a fast and
powerful EDM, reflectorless
measurement up to 350m, 2”
and 5” accuracy options and
15-hour battery life. The CX-
100LN offers reflectorless
measurement up to 2000m,
2” and 5” accuracies, 36-
hour battery life and
Bluetooth connectivity.

New robotics
The FOCUS 35 RX is a new
range of motorized robotic total
stations providing high-speed,
accuracy and precision in
measurement. It is available in
2”, 3” or 5” accuracies, features
a dual-battery system for longer
working and is controlled
externally by Trimble’s Ranger,
Nomad, or T41 data collectors
running Survey Pro or Layout Pro
field software on the Ranger or
Nomad.

LASER SCANNERS

Smart entry-level scanner
The new Faro Focus3D X 30
laser scanner is an affordable,
entry-level, short-range (30
metres) scanner. Combining
high-precision scanning
technology with mobility and
ease-of-use, the Focus3D X 30
offers reliability, flexibility, and
real-time views of recorded
data. As with all Faro scanners,
the Focus3D X 30 features a
Class 1 “eye-safe” laser.

Three new scanners
Topcon has announced the
GLS-2000S, GLS-2000M and
the GLS-2000L. The scanners
are designed to capture data
based on the measurement
range needs of applications.
Using Topcon Precise Scan
Technology II, the GLS-2000
models are designed to emit
pulse signals three times faster
than earlier GLS systems,
which results in reduced noise
and higher-accuracy data. The
scanners have dual 5MPx
cameras, one with a 170-
degree wide-angle lens for
high-speed imaging, and the
other a 8.9-degree telephoto
camera which is coaxial with
the measuring axis.

FRESH FROM THE MARKET!
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Fresh from the market!
Each issue of Showcase updates
readers with the latest geospatial
technologies, both hardware and
software. In between issues readers
can stay up to date through our bi-
monthly, Geomatics World:
http://www.pvpubs.com/GeomaticsWorld/Subscribe

Riegl has released the VZ-400i 3D laser scanner. With advanced processing technology, data acquisition
and simultaneous geo-referencing, the scanner has cloud connectivity via Wi-Fi and 4G LTE, MEMS IMU
for tilt estimation, as well as a high-end camera option. .

Riegl has also announced a major update to its terrestrial laser scanning suite, RiSCAN PRO,
RiMINING and RiSOLVE! The update brings a number of key upgrades including a new point cloud
database (RDB 2.0) which is able to visualize and manage massive files, hundreds of scans and billions
of points simultaneously with a new level of detail enabling the user to instantly toggle between a
number of different 3D point attribute view-types.

Scanner offers ultra high-speed data acquisition

This startling composite image of the
Coliseum in Rome was acquired with a
Riegl VZ-400 scanner and shows
reflectance, amplitude, deviation, true
colour, multiple echo and height values.

F



UAV LASER SCANNERS

French company YellowScan
has announced a lightweight
LiDAR sensor weighing just
1.5kgs for UAV applications.

High accuracy and dense geo-
referenced point clouds,
typically 3cm accuracy and
300,000 points/second claimed
as well as a robust and fully
integrated system designed for
the most demanding surveys
and terrain. The YellowScan
Surveyor is quickly and easily
adapted to any drone and
includes the Applanix APX15
single board GNSS-Inertial
solution.

Also aiming at the
burgeoning UAV market,
California based Velodyne
LiDAR has unveiled the Puck
LITE, at 590 grams, reputed
to be the world’s lightest 16-

channel LiDAR sensor. With a
30° vertical field of view and
a range of 100 metres, the
Puck LITE matches the
features and specifications of
Velodyne’s VLP-16 sensor
released in late 2014 as a
“product of the future and
weighing 830 grams and now
with 1,000 units already sold. 

MISCELLANEOUS

New handheld scanner 
GeoSLAM has a successor to
the ZEB1 handheld 3D laser
scanner. The ZEB-REVO has a
faster scanner, simpler
operation and greater
versatility. At its core is
GeoSLAM’s Simultaneous
Localisation And Mapping
(SLAM) algorithm, which
facilitates rapid mobile
mapping of enclosed
environments without the
need for GPS.

Ideal for scan-to-BIM and

measured survey applications,
the ZEB-REVO captures
43,200 points per second.
However, the sensor line
speed has been increased to
100Hz, producing 2.5 times
the number of scan lines.
When combined with the
auto-rotation of the sensor
head, there is a marked
improvement in the
resolution, cleanliness and
structure of the resulting
point cloud. In addition to
facilitating the identification
of smaller features, the
improved resolution also
assists in producing better
quality SLAM registration
results. The scanner
automatically revolves at the
press of a button and no
longer has to be manually
pointed, making it much
more discrete and adaptable
for use in different
environments.

SOFTWARE

FARO has introduced version
16.5 of its laser scanning
software PointSense and
VirtuSurv. The programs
provide numerous tools for
efficiently processing 3D
laser-scan data in AutoCAD
and Revit.

PointSense Plant now
offers a direct export for
detected structural members
to Autodesk Advance Steel;
results can be easily ported to
Revit Structure. New “mass
extraction” techniques allow
for multiple fit and alignment
of gridded steel sections to
the point cloud with
substantially less time and
effort. A fully revised tie-in
point routine now intuitively
guides users through precise
flange extraction, avoiding
time-consuming modelling of
the point cloud. 

All PointSense solutions for
AutoCAD 16.5 support the
creation of horizontal slices at
a defined level. PointSense
Pro users benefit from a new
command for simultaneously
fitting multiple polygons on
to point-cloud sections. The
creation of cross sections
such as tunnels or irregular
contours is drastically
accelerated. Improved
construction aids plane
detection, now possible with
just a single click. Planes
automatically extend to locate
their edge/rim automatically.

Remote sensing suite
Trimble’s remote sensing
suite combines the
capabilities of the new Inpho
SATMaster module with its
eCognition software to
generate high quality data,
models and analytics from
satellite based imagery.
SATMaster provides
streamlined workflows to
generate DTMs and DSMs
from overlapping satellite
imagery. eCognition
Essentials, included with
SATMaster, provides a
guided workflow to easily
generate land cover maps for
applications such as
environmental mapping,
vegetation monitoring and
other landscape changes.

Rapid imaging camera for
scanners
Opti-cal are also stocking the
iSTAR 360 degree rapid
imaging camera. The 360°
imaging system is capable of
delivering high-resolution still
images and videos to enhance
FARO, Leica and other

terrestrial laser scanner data.
NCTech’s iSTAR is claimed to
be the world’s fastest and first
truly automatic, 50Mpx, 360°
HDR camera that captures
images at the location of a
laser scanner with the simple
push of a button. The iSTAR
allows data to be quickly
captured and overlaid into the
point cloud of the laser scan to
two pixel accuracy.
http: //surveyequipment.com

MOBILE MAPPING
SYSTEMS

Two from Riegl
Riegl has launched two high-
speed mobile mapping
turnkey systems featuring
their new high performance
VUX-1HA kinematic LiDAR
sensor which captures data at
up to 2 million points and
500 scan lines per second.
The VMQ-1HA system has
one VUX-1HA scanner
integrated, whilst the VMX-
1HA is equipped with two
scanners. These systems are

FRESH FROM THE MARKET
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A new digital level from Leica Geosystems comes with a camera
enabling targeted staffs to be sighted quickly. With 0.2 mm
accuracy, achieved by simply aiming at the target via the colour
touch display and pressing the measuring button, the LS15 also
features an electronic bubble, tilt checks prior to each
measurement and autofocus, easing operator fatigue and reducing
the risk of errors.

Digital level has
camera too

Topcon Positioning Group has introduced the GX-55 control box for
machine-controlled excavation, adding three new 2D and 3D
systems: the X-52, X-53 and X-53i. The controller comes in a
lightweight package for easy machine transfer, storage, and quick
cable attachment. It provides users with new visual and audible
features to achieve grade safely and efficiently. A large 6.5 inch
sunlight-viewable and colour LCD touch screen is surrounded by
integrated LED light bars for a continuous grade reference of the
excavator bucket’s teeth. 

Achieving
grade safety



described by Riegl as
“economically priced and
lightweight for the growing
mobile mapping market”. 

Fully integrated into the
measuring head of the
systems, the sensors enable
acquisition of dense point

clouds, even with single
passes at typical traffic
speeds. The systems have a
swivel plate that enables the
measuring head to be set to
different predefined
mounting angles. There is
also an option to integrate

up to four cameras allowing
simultaneous acquisition of
imagery to complement the
LiDAR data. In addition to
the sensors, the roof-carrier
mounted measuring head
integrates a very high-
performance INS/GNSS
Applanix unit. All
components of the system
are housed under an
aerodynamically shaped
protective cover. An optional
camera platform ensures
user-friendly mounting and
set-up of up to six digital
cameras providing precise
time-stamped images. 

IN BRIEF

Topcon has announced
cross–platform support for
the MAGNET Construct app.
The no-cost app is purpose
built to drive the LN-100
Layout Navigator system and
was initially released for the
Android market is now
available for Apple devices.

Two additions to Leica
Geosystems’ GeoMos
deformation software,
AnyData and API enable sensor
data fusion from applications

such as air or water quality
monitoring and construction or
building management. The
additions feature multiple open
interface standards.

Topcon has announced that
its DS-200i direct-aiming
motorised imaging station is
now compatible with the
new Autodesk BIM 360
Layout app for the Apple
iPad, offering a reflectorless
solution along with imaging
and greater vertical range.

Amberg Technologies has
added to its rail surveying GRP
System FX with the new
Amberg IMS 1000 and IMS 3000
system configurations. The
configurations provide reliable
and highly precise geometry
information of railway tracks
by measuring the inner and
outer rail geometry of ballast
tracks and slab tracks using a
new, high-performance inertial
sensor. Measuring 4000 metres
of track per hour, the system’s
performance is twice as high as
other devices available on the
market today, providing a
typical positional accuracy of
±1mm. More details are
available from
www.sccssurvey.co.uk

FRESH FROM THE MARKET!
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The latest version of Trimble’s 4D Control monitoring software
supports the IBIS-FM radar device, which is manufactured by the
GeoRadar Division of Ingegneria Dei Sistemi (IDS). IDS pioneered
radar technologies for a variety of applications such as slope
stability and structural monitoring in open pit mining. The IBIS-FM
radar continuously scans in all-weather conditions and detects
movements with sub-millimetre accuracy for distances up to 4
kilometres. Due to its long-range capabilities combined with high
resolution and fast scan time, the device provides reliable fast
alarm responses. The addition of IBIS-FM support in Trimble 4D
Control software can trigger early warning detection of slope
instability to improve safety for workers in open pit mines.

Control software supports radar device

Opti-cal Survey Equipment, a leading supplier of land survey and
precision measurement technologies, has heavily invested in
new hire equipment with a massive procurement of Leica
Geosystems’ instruments worth £2.5 million. The move brings
the value of their hire fleet to over £10 million.

This a crucial move for the company and is the next step in

the overall business strategy to facilitate a larger nationwide
hire fleet with equipment less than three years old, according to
director Jim Warner. “We have added 100 Leica TS16 robotic
systems and 100 Leica TS06 reflectorless total stations, taking
the number of instruments to well over 1000 on our hire fleet.
We make sure that these are all supported correctly and any
training or advice is ready to be given.”.

The long-standing fully-accredited service and distribution
partnership between Opti-cal and Leica Geosystems spans over a
decade. “Negotiations started in December 2015 with Opti-cal to
make a further investment in Leica equipment” explains Phil
Smyth, UK sales manager at Leica Geosystems. As a result of the
investment, Opti-cal now has ex hire fleet equipment available
for purchase, all of which has been maintained to the highest
standards by highly-skilled service technicians in Opti-cal’s own
regional fully Leica certified workshops. 

Commenting on the move Warner adds, “This investment is
very important for us, not only does it add state-of-the-art Leica
instrumentation to our hire fleet, it enables us to enhance our
service offering. Six branches strategically located in the UK
allow us to offer local service to our regional clients as well as
our national customers. We are now very close to doubling the
size of our logistics team, allowing us to personally deliver - and
just as importantly - collect equipment from sites”.

With significant growth in the industry over the last twelve
months and 2016 set to be another year for huge opportunities
across the sector. In addition to expanding their hire fleet Opti-
cal has increased its nationwide coverage by opening a sixth
office, this time in Livingston, Scotland. 

More at www.surveyequipment.com

Opti-cal expands with £2.5m purchase

Jim Warner (above right) takes delivery of part of the £2.5m
procurement by Opti-cal of new Leica equipment from Phil
Smyth (left), Leica Geosystems’ UK sales manager.

F
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BUILDING INFORMATION
MODELS (BIM) normally focus
on the architectural and survey
viewpoint of the built environ -
ment. An architectural BIM for
a construction project includes
design parameters, objects,
object properties, products,
quantities, activities, risks,
modifications, verifications and
asset management within a
three-dimensional, digital
format. Architectural and survey
BIM is predominantly a world
of “knowns” where certainty
of location, well-defined
properties and exact dimen -
sions are inherent in the data.

The nature and properties
of the subsurface are not so
clear-cut, but understanding
the geotechnical nature of the
subsurface of a construction
site for any development is an
essential part of a BIM. Ground
information model data
contributes to design,
construction and maintenance,
and to future site
development. The parameters
of a site-specific ground
information model are usually
far less well understood, with
values and properties that can
be extremely variable; defined
by data from observations of

the sub-surface from the
surface; from excavations and
boreholes; from data
extrapolated from that
reported on an adjacent site
many years ago (but still valid),
and from inferred visual
geographic evidence, for
example in monitoring
geographic changes by
comparing imagery from
different dates. This is the type
of data and information that is
interpreted by geotechnical
specialists and presented as
site investigation reports for
construction projects.

Current British Standard
codes of practice on ground
investigation (BS 5930:2015)
define coherent methodologies
with which to assess site
suitability and identify the
geotechnical characteristics
that could affect the design
and construction of a project
and how these effects can be
mitigated. This might include
environmental considerations,
for example the existence of
contaminated ground in a
brown-field site, the risks of
naturally occurring gas
emissions, and the effect on
ground water transmissions.
The ground information BIM
also considers the effects of
construction on adjacent
properties. The British
Geological Survey (BGS), the
UK’s national geological
research agency, are currently
working with software
developers and construction
partners to develop a
geotechnical BIM solution
using their national 3D
geological model.

Site-specific ground
information models
The process of producing a
site-specific ground model
begins with a desk study. This
is where existing resources
such as topographic and
geological maps, site photos,
field reports and borehole
data are reviewed (Fig 1).

The components and
processes that contribute to
the ground model BIM are
the model’s resources as a
data archive, and any
interpretations, visualisations
and risk registers (Fig 2).

This work provides the
framework for an initial model
and the next step of planning
a site investigation strategy
that aims to confirm and
develop what the desk study

has indicated. This model is
then modified and validated by
being tested and interrogated.

For the desk study,
companies such as Landmark
Envirocheck and the British
Geological Survey can deliver
on demand site-specific data,
maps and reports from
published sources centred on
your site location. This
provides a good background
base of information but one
which must be assessed for
relevance and quality and
judged as to how it can
contribute to the model.

Further research may
reveal data from unpublished
sources such as trial pits and
boreholes, perhaps from
previous work in the same
area. Information may lack
metadata and one might
need convincing about its
reliability. Such data might be
temporal: for example
monitored ground water
levels having hourly, daily or
seasonal changes but
represented by a single
aggregated value. These
details are not always
published but this could be
important to the model.
Useful information can
sometimes be derived by
combining various references,
for example there may not be
a digital elevation model
available for the site pre-
survey, but perhaps there is
data available attached to
some sources that may be
used to create one. 

Importantly, the data and
information should be
examined for errors and
contradictions. There may be
interpretation issues in the
information such as how
material properties have been
described and defined. For
example the geological map
might indicate sands but trial
pits report them as gravels –
information important to a
contractor employed to
remove them. The accuracy of
spatial location was not
always as good as it is now
and coordinates might have
been originally incorrectly
logged or recorded as an
address that no longer exists
on today’s mapping!

The analysis of technical
data requires specialist skills
and knowledge. The data must
be queried; how detailed is it
and has the resolution been
corrupted, enhanced or

GROUND INFORMATION MODELS
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Ground information
models and BIM
As we seek to model our world in ever more
detail one of the most challenging areas is
that of below the ground. Andrew Thompson
explains how a ground information model can
be complimentary or be part of a larger BIM.

Fig.1 The site-specific ground model process.

Fig.2 Components of a site-specific ground model BIM.



botched to make it more
detailed than it was?
Nowadays it’s easy to
manipulate datasets using GIS
tools and so therefore all the
more important to know
exactly who produced an
interpretation and explanations
of when they were made and
why they were made should
form part of the metadata.

Ground information
models are characterised by
conditions of uncertainty
within the data and the
derived interpretations. This is
because they are based on
observations and geotechnical
properties (assumed to be
representative) from
measured samples from
which predicted values are
extrapolated using well
understood analytical
methods. The more samples
that are used the better the
predicted values; but sensible
interpretation also requires
additional information to
place them in context. For
example, knowledge of local
structures such as geological
faults or landslips can be
reflected in the topography;
mining subsidence can be
evidenced by structural
damage to buildings, or
ground water conditions can
link drainage in the area and
the vegetation found there. 

There is often a temporal
component involved in the
processes which can make for
complex relationships within
the model. A ground model is
dynamic and will change
depending on the quality and
quantity of the available data
and information and this will
have an effect on the
resulting interpretations.

Risks are associated with
using these predictions and
interpretations. The “knowns”
and “unknowns” of a site’s
ground conditions are import -
ant from a project manage -
ment and cost point of view. If
they are recognised and
understood their effects can be
mitigated and managed. The
point has often rightly been
made that it is not the
“known-unknowns” but rather
the “unknown-unknowns”
that should cause concern!

Ground model data and
information in a BIM
Data and information should
be collected once, and used
many times; and ground

models embrace many types:
geographic, geological,
geotechnical and hydrological
and all in diverse formats.
This data and information
about the material properties
of the soil and rock; about its
structures, distribution and
variability, interface
characteristics, and typical
strength and stability values
require specialist knowledge
for their significance to be
appreciated. There may be
qualitative assessments that,
for example, refer to the
occurrence of voids or holes
in the ground across the site,
or evidence of historic events
like mining activities or glacial
processes, and ground water
pressure conditions that are
significant in the model.

To be useful data in the
ground model has to be
analysed and presented in
reports and visualisations so
that it can be understood
both by technical and non-
technical users.

These users are planners,
architects and structural
engineers who might need
geotechnical properties for
their design parameters.
Contractors want to know
about ground response and
groundwater conditions for
an excavation or for piling
and foundation work. Insurers
might want to refer to a risk
register so they can identify
how a construction project
can affect a neighbouring
property and potential

insurance claims.
Environmental assessors may
want to understand how
flooding might affect
potential sources of
contamination and pollution.

It is not just raw data but
interpretations that are
visualised in graphics like
geological cross sections, 3d
sketch-block diagrams and
fence diagrams. Ideally, these
should be simple and intuitive
and enable contractors to
quickly understand ground
conditions. Diagrams are also
used to show material
properties such as strength or
water table heights at times
throughout the year –
essential technical
information for design
parameters. Annotated
diagrams and maps can be

used to illustrate the ground
conditions to be expected on
site, and to place the site in
the context of the bigger
picture. A simple annotated
map as in Fig. 4 can flag-up
potential problems about
local groundwater flow,
environmental concerns and
slope stability, and given this
information site engineers can
make contingency plans.
These diagrams make for
good communication.

Risk assessment and the
ground model
Risk assessments are an
essential part of the model
because all ground information
models contain uncertainties
within the data which should
be recognised and understood.

Easy-to-understand

GROUND INFORMATION MODELS
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Fig.3 Data, interpretations and visualisations: Ground model components.

Fig 4 Annotated maps can be used to flag up problems.

G



annotated risk assessment
diagrams are a useful way to
inform and highlight potential
problems to engineers and
contractors. They can take the
form of a risk assessment
gallery using annotated
diagrams as shown by the
example in Fig. 5, or a risk
register table as the example
shown in Fig. 6. 

Risk assessments in ground
engineering focus on
identifying and avoiding
hazards rather than
calculating their probability. It
should also record any actions
that may avoid or reduce the
risk and a timetable within
which that action should be
taken and in practice this is
an on-going document. The
notes contained in a risk
register about these hazards
form an important record in
the model.

The GIS perspective
From a GIS perspective there
are many software tools that
can easily contribute to, and
some GI Systems that claim to

deliver the collection, storage,
analysis and visualisation of
data and information for what
are very complex ground
information models. But it will
always require earth scientists
with specialist technical
knowledge to interpret the
data and to validate the
models that are produced.

There are on-going issues
concerning digital data formats
that can enable information to
be readily shared by different
geographic analytical and
visualisation software tools,
and for the development of
simple solutions for how we
can more effectively visualise
our complex multi-dimensional
subsurface world; and this
promises an exciting future!

About the author
Andrew Thompson BA, Msc.
DIC, FRGS, FBCart is a
geographer and cartographer
with interests in geomatics
and engineering geology. He
has managed geographic and
mapping projects for central
government departments,

urban redevelopment
corporations, and numerous
geographic information
publishers.

In his work for Groundwork
Maps (www.groundworkmaps.
com) he specialises in
geospatial analysis and
geovisual isation and his recent
work includes infrastructure

mapping, geographic
databases and the production
of reference atlases, and
producing ground modelling
training courses with
Groundmodels
(www.groundmodels.com). He is
a Fellow of The Royal
Geographic Society and of The
British Cartographic Society.
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Fig. 6 A Risk Register listing hazards, risks and responsibilities.

Fig. 5 A Risk Assessment Gallery using annotated diagrams.



LEICA GEOSYSTEMS recently
introduced the TS16 robotic
total station together with its
accompany ing Viva controller
and tracking software. At a
recent event on a lake near
their office in Cambridgeshire,
SCCS demonstrated the
tracking of the HyDrone RCV
(Remote Control Vessel) and
HydroLite echo sounder
combination. 

The new Viva control unit
has an improved Bluetooth
radio enabling direct
reception of the SonarMite
echosounder’s depth data
transmissions at ranges of up
to 250m. The TS16 total
station automatically and
continuously adapts for best
measurement performance to
a variety of site conditions
such as rain, fog, dust, sun,
heat shimmer and reflections.
Features of the new TS16
include the following:

- Automated target aiming
range up to 1,500 m 

- Automated target locking
range up to 1,000 m 

- Accelerated target search
with PowerSearch 

- Robust and accurate 3D
positioning in dynamic
applications

Marine components
The HyDrone system is a
remote radio-controlled survey
platform suitable for
hydrographic surveys when
combined with the HydroLite
portable echo sounder and a
positioning system. Ruggedly
constructed, the HyDrone and
frame are made from high
quality marine components
offering a lightweight stable
platform based on a twin hull
catamaran design. 

The HydroLite component

of the system is a
combination of the Ohmex
SonarMite portable echo
sounder with a rugged clamp
mounting and detail pole. The
HydroLite detachable frame
provides support for the echo
sounder, detail pole and
either a robotic EDM prism or
a GPS antenna depending on
the required configuration.
An important feature of the
system is that the same
positioning equipment and
software are used throughout
enabling seamless integration
of both hydrographic and
conventional land survey data
of the surrounding catchment
area. 

The demand is there
There is a demand for
accurate hydrographic data as
source input to hydraulic river
modelling software used in
support of flood-risk
management and other
hydrological risk assessment
criteria. These modelling
needs cover a wide range of
flood-risk management
activities including planning,
strategy and mapping. The
data is used to build ground
models for the appraisal and
design of flood alleviation
schemes including the
ongoing operation and
maintenance of rivers,
streams and channels. 

With the UK’s recent
extensive flooding, it has
become imperative to produce
accurate hydrographic data for
planning the hydrological
modelling, realignment and
maintenance of rivers together
with their surround ing
environment, particularly in
urban areas. Shallow water
hydrographic surveys on inland
waterways present challenges

for data capture, with over -
hanging tree canopies, bridges,
siltation and vegetation
presenting obstacles to
gathering accurate data.
Conventional positioning
technology using GPS is well
suited to open water situations
such as estuaries, lakes and
reservoirs whereas robotic total
stations present a practical
solution to surveying in narrow
rivers and streams. 

Commenting on the results
of a similar trial, Dave Bulmer

of Acorn Surveys said that the
system was rugged, easy to
use and fit for purpose. The
trial results showed hydro -
graphic data of the highest
quality. Further trials are
planned for testing the
tracking system using the
Leica Zeno 20 portable GPS
and a Leica Scanstation,
which should provide hydro -
graphic data combined in a
point cloud of scanned
topography including river
banks and structures.
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A Leica TS16 robotic total
station (left) tracks the
HyDrone. Inset shows the
vessel close up and equipped
with Ohmex’s SonarMite
portable echo sounder.

HyDrone Trials using a
robotic total station

Whilst GNSS is usually the answer for tracking
survey vessels in open water, for streams and
rivers a robotic total station may be better
option. Ted Read of Ohmex reports on some
recent trials.

HyDrone RCV

Come see us at Geo Business 2016!
Booth N8
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GEO BUSINESS 2016 EVENT

IF CHOICE WAS THE PROBLEM
for the GEO Business
Conference attendees in
previous years, this year will
be simpler as the conference
has been concentrated into
one stream, narrowing the
choices for delegates. It
brings together some high-
profile names within the
geospatial industry with
contributions from Google,
Costain, ARUP, Cambridge
University, Cass Business
School, Land Registry,
Environment Agency,
Highways England, Thames
Tideway, Skanska, RICS and
AECOM amongst others.

The first day will open with
a session dedicated to ‘the role
of geospatial technology and
services in the digital world’
featuring presentations from
Ed Parsons (Google); Professor
Gianvito Lanzolla (Cass Business
School), and Tim Williams
(What3Words), whilst the
opening session on the second
day will feature Amanda Clack,
President Elect of RICS, who
will give the keynote:
‘Infrastructure delivery – the
state of the industry’. 

She is expected to
elaborate on large
infrastructure projects that
have a number of potential
ingredients for major

headaches: large scales,
complexity, long timeframes,
multiple stakeholders,
complicated private and/or
public financing and essential
specialists. Her keynote will
examine how the industry
moves towards better project
performance and will
highlight how the integration
of geospatial information and
the use of data will become
increasingly essential for
infrastructure delivery.

Amanda Clack will then
join a panel debate on “how
the geospatial sector will
embrace the opportunities
presented by the UK’s
commitment to invest in large
infrastructure projects” with
Alex Bywaters from Highways
England; Peter Vale from
Thames Tideway, and a
representative from HS2. The
debate is to be facilitated by
Anthony Oliver, former editor
of New Civil Engineer. Oliver is
an accomplished panel chair
and is sure to facilitate a deep
exploration of the subject.

Look at the detail
Other sessions include GEO
Innovation, GEO Economics
and GEO Sustainability, all of
which offer unrivalled oppor -
tunity to exchange global
information about the latest

geospatial technologies and
services. Over two days, expert
presenters will explore how
geospatial solutions have
enabled projects to run more
efficiently, ensuring that they
are delivered on time, whilst
saving money and reducing risk.

In detail, there is much to
attract. A session on how
advanced geomatics solutions
are being applied looks at
Ordnance Survey’s Geovation
Hub, Costain’s experience of
using geomatics on large
infrastructure projects and how
augmented and virtual reality
are supporting Crossrail all
sound interesting. Other
sessions cover interoperability
in surveying, the use of GIS in
HS2’s environmental impact
studies and real-time remote
conditioning monitoring on the
Great Western Mainline
electrification. For BIM
aficionados, there’s a very
practical case study from UCL
on a multidisciplinary feasibility
study on the recently built
Stockwell Building. Surveyors
the Severn Partnership will be
talking about a new mobile
mapping train-borne survey
system that provides absolute
track position and rail
geometry and Capita will be
showing how they use photo -
grammetry for architecture,

engineering and construction.
A fascinating and educative
two days are promised.

Modest charges this year
There is a charge for attending
but it is considerably reduced
from last year. For those
booking before the event the
charges are £50 standard rate,
or £15 for students and public
sector employees. For those
who leave it till the day the
charges will be £60 and £20
respectively.

The change of conference
format sees more high level
talks. Those looking for
technical detail will probably
find it in the workshops and
on the exhibition floor, both
of which continue to be free
of charge. This year there will
be over eighty-five workshops
running in five streams over
the two days which combine
technical talks with supplier
presentations. The topics to
be covered are wide ranging,
including equipment theft
(led by TSA), 3D modelling
and visualisation, mobile
mapping, BIM and UAVs.
Survey4BIM will also be
hosting a session.

You can see the full GEO
Business programme at:
http://geobusinessshow.com/
conference/

GEO Business Conference:
Geospatial Tech in the
Digital World
The GEO Business event is now a fixture in the
geospatial calendar and there is plenty to attract
surveyors and others to the Business Design
Centre, Islington, London on 24th-25th May, report
Richard Groom and Stephen Booth.

Call by GW’s stand(L24) – a warm welcomeand good crack!

©Photo by NICK Day
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FOUNDED IN 1947, CLANCY
Construction is a leading
contractor in Ireland and has
extensive project experience
using BIM. Clancy wants its
clients to understand the
enormous benefits BIM can
offer and through its
involvement with the
Construction Information
Technology Alliance (CITA),
promote BIM to a wider
audience by sharing its
experiences.

BIM is rapidly transforming
complex building processes,
speeding project completion,
lowering costs and improving
overall quality at the same
time. Clancy uses BIM
throughout the life of a
project and sees early
collaboration with designers,
subcontractors, and owners
to identify the risk areas on
the job as key to its
application in controlling
risk. This includes
applications such as 3D
virtual subcontractor
coordination, estimating,
scheduling, constructability
reviews, logistics planning
and handover for practical
Facility Management by the
client. 

Choosing the right
technology
Trimble technology is one of
the ways that Clancy extends
BIM technology to the
construction site. The
company has a long term
collaborative relationship with
Trimble distributor KOREC
and was an early adopter of
Trimble’s RTS series robotic
total stations as part of an
overall strategy to digitise and
automate work practices.
Throughout the recession it
continued to invest in, and
focus on technology and the
company now owns three
Trimble robotic units and
more lately, a new KOREC
supplied system consisting of
a top of the range 773 RTS
high-precision BIM robotic
total station and a ruggedised
Trimble tablet powered by
Trimble’s Field Link software.
These recent additions allow
Clancy to extend its work in
the office taking BIM
platforms and processes out
into the field, all without
losing any information. 

Behind the company’s BIM
strategy is Clancy BIM
coordinator, Brian Cass. Whilst
much has been written about
BIM, Brian summarises Clancy’s
approach simply: “Our strategy

on all design and build
projects, where the contractor
must provide the building
design, is to only employ
design teams that embrace
BIM. This puts us in a unique
position amongst Irish building
contractors and gives us a clear
competitive advantage whilst
providing our clients with the
reassurance that they are using
a stakeholder who invests
heavily in technology to ensure
a finer quality product for the
end user. Our strategy for BIM
puts us ahead of the
Government’s Construction
2020 vision and Forfàs*
reports, both of which
highlight the importance of
BIM to the industry.”

Brian emphasizes that key
to the success of this
approach is having the right
technology in place and this
includes the KOREC supplied
Trimble RTS/Field Link
solution. “We trialled several
manufacturer’s systems but
only Trimble could deliver the
robotic total station
specifications and tolerances
fundamental to our survey
operations along with the

BIM functionality that we
required on site. This included
the ability to manipulate and
create intelligent setting-out
data directly from a complex
model, live in the field.” 

“The Field Link system was
a stand-out choice and since
its purchase we’ve used it on
a Hospice Care project that
we are currently working on
in Dublin’s city centre. With a
value of around 10 million
euros, this job is a BIM Level
2 requested project by the
client and by using the
numerous Building
Information Models from
design intent to our supply
chain and sub-contractors, we
are able to federate it and
feed that information and
layout into the Trimble RTS
BIM robotic.”

Accessing data in the field
“It’s easy to navigate the
Windows touch screen on the
tablet allowing our engineers
and site team to access the
most recent, up to date
information from our
Common Data Environment
(CDE) translated for use in the
field” explains Brian. “The
tablet also allows us to use
other software platforms like
BIM viewers, AutoCAD and of

TAKING BIM INTO THE FIELD
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Taking BIM to the
construction site
By adopting BIM methods and investing
heavily in technology Irish contractor Clancy
Construction has gained a competitive
advantage and positioned itself as a leading
contractor in the Republic.

Field Link supports for large models in the field

* Forfàs is Ireland’s policy
advisory board for enterprise,
trade, science, technology and
innovation.

T



course our CDE which means
the engineer does not have to
make multiple trips back to
the office to verify any
contract documents or
drawings. There are very few
systems which allow this
process to be as seamless as
the results supplied by the
Trimble solution and this was
an important factor in our
buying decision.”

By using this system, Brian
reports that they have been
able to add an extra layer of
quality control to their
processes because it reduces
the possibility of human error
by digitising and automating
much of their field work. On
the hospice project, Clancy is
also working on the same
cloud platform as their
collaborative stakeholders,
which means information from
the central repository can be
easily translated to the field.

Brian concludes, “Clancy’s
early adoption of BIM and
commitment to investment in
technology will continue to
shape our future plans. The
Trimble system is a first step in
taking BIM out of the office
and into the field and it delivers
exactly the functionality we
require, all backed up by
KOREC’s technical support
which is vital when taking on
new technology. We were the
first company to purchase this
system from KOREC and we
will continue to look at ways
that we can extend BIM to the
job site.”

About Clancy Construction
Clancy Construction was
founded in 1947 and is a
leading contractor specialising
in the Irish market. The
company’s sixty plus years of
experience has ensured that it
has built up an expert
knowledge in both the public
and private sectors. This
knowledge has been put to use
in diverse areas ranging from
health care to education, leisure
to retail and commercial to
restoration to name but a few.

The company is particularly
interested in projects with a
value range of €500k to €15m,
which fits its robust financial
management. The number of
clients who use Clancy for
repeat work is a testament to
the skills of its management
team and their desire for
collaborative relationship
building.

BIM is revolutionising the
construction industry by
allowing designers and
engineers to collaborate on 3D
models filled with huge
amounts of accurate and
intelligent data. However, when
it comes to translating this data
to the field, many contractors
still rely on manual methods for
laying out which can be time
consuming and lead to
mistakes. 

Trimble’s RTS Series of
robotic total stations offer a
practical and easy-to-use
solution. Straightforward

software allows contractors to
import 3D models from a range
of sources and then accurately
lay out all the points to be
marked. A single engineer can
use the RTS’s laser measuring
system to pin-point locations
from the 3D model with 2mm
tolerances using the tablet to
select  each point in turn and
mark where the laser indicates.
The end result is that one
engineer can set out five times
as many points as a two-person
team using manual methods.

Adjustments and adverse
field conditions can also be

TAKING BIM INTO THE FIELD
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Taking BIM into the field:
Trimble’s RTS / Field Link system

logged and photographed with
coordinates thanks to the
tablet’s integrated camera and
the software’s ‘field report’
feature. This information can
then be shared from the field
providing immediate as-built
information for the design team
so that they can update the
collaborative 3D model. This
makes the system ideal for sites
where lots of QA is required for
audit reporting and where
quality trails are key. 

The Trimble Field Link can
now also be used with the
Trimble R8s GNSS receiver.

773 RTS high-precision BIM robotic total station and a ruggedised Trimble tablet powered by
Trimble’s Field Link software

The Field
Link system
has enabled

Clancy to
take the

design
model into

the field for
larger

projects.



SUCCESSFUL FIELD DATA
collection extends beyond the
recording of high quality,
accurate information and the
production of top quality
deliverables. It also includes a
step in between that can make,
or break, a project deadline –
how the data travels between
the field and office.

By storing our valuable
surveys on a USB stick for
emailing or transporting to
the office when we leave the
field, we’re also adding hours
onto a job and creating huge
gaps in our workflow. While
the data is in transit and at
risk, the valuable information
it contains cannot be
accessed – an occurrence
that’s completely at odds with
the gains made by high
productivity survey
instrumentation and office
processing software… and all
the more confusing when a
tried and tested method of
instant data transfer exists via
the cloud.

Cloud based applications
and data hosting services can
remove the need to physically
transfer data on a USB stick by

using real-time, two-way, data
sharing requiring just a wifi
connection or 4G coverage.
This not only speeds up data
flow by enabling us to be
more productive over the
entire job but also safeguards
completed work with fast and
efficient back up.

The Trimble solution to
this gap in the workflow is
Trimble AccessSync (an option
with Trimble’s Access field
software*), a cloud-based file
transfer service that enables
the regular receiving and
sending of a steady flow of
information over the internet.
This data includes everything
from completed surveys to
basic job files, point lists,
images, DXF files and
customised reports as a web
page – in short, the sort of
information that ensures a
timely and efficient workflow.
This is exactly the sort of
information that is being
transferred between job site
and office by PBH Rail, one of
the UK’s largest rail survey
companies.

CASE STUDY – PBH Surveys
Working exclusively on rail

projects for clients across the
UK, PBH Rail has been
established for over ten years
and specialises in the design,
OLE (Overhead Line
Equipment) design, project
management and
implementation of
permanent way contracts. 

The company fosters a
close working relationship
with its clients throughout
the life cycle of a project and
sees technology as a way to
facilitate this. In 2015 it
therefore brought its survey
operations in-house to take
complete control over this
vital aspect of its services.
The division was equipped
with the latest survey
technology including ten
KOREC supplied Trimble S-
Series total stations, a
Trimble GEDO Vorsys scan
system and R10 VRS GNSS
receivers for control and RTK
surveys.

The PBH survey division
operates through eight
teams of two surveyors, all
site based, with data
checked and processed in the
office, or elsewhere, on a
laptop by a dedicated team
of two additional staff
members. In this way, the
quality of all survey data
produced is subject to a
robust quality assurance
process of prepare, check
and approve.

Even saving minutes can
make a difference
With the fundamentals in
place, PBH Surveys delivery
and innovation manager, Rob
Kay, and survey director,
Rikki Morrow, were
determined to improve the
two-way flow of data to
better fit an industry where
saving hours, and even
minutes, can make a huge
difference to clients reliant
on limited site access,
expensive plant and tight
deadlines. Rail is a
pressurised environment and
with 95% of PBH Surveys
work carried out under
limited access, as much as
possible has to be done as
quickly as possible. Whilst
effective management from
the PBH Survey team can
eliminate many potential
survey problems on site such
as missing feature codes or
old job data, a back-up is
always useful, as is the ability
to begin processing data as
soon as the survey is
completed. Their solution
was to opt for Trimble
AccessSync licences for all
ten of their Trimble total
stations.

The system is very quick
to set up and once KOREC
had established the server
links, the PBH Survey team
was ready to go. Following a
couple of weeks of

LET THE DATA FLOW!
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Where’s
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data?
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Carrying data around on a USB stick puts it
at risk and delays its processing and
application. Fortunately for surveyors there
is an alternative, as Lucy Hamilton explains.
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familiarisation the site teams
were proficient in using the
simple workflow: connect to
Wifi or 4G > connect to
Trimble server > run active
sync until light turns green. 

Immediate transfer from
field to office
One year into the process
and Rob Kay reports that
AccessSync has greatly
increased efficiency in their
day-to-day data flow as well
as in situations where the
need has been immediate.
“Before AccessSync, surveys
were transferred via a USB to
a laptop and then emailed to
us for processing. This could
add around two hours plus
to the job by the time our
surveyors had returned to
their cars. Now information
can be transferred
immediately from the field
and we always have a clear

idea of the percentage of
work undertaken. We can
also act upon any
unexpected field issues
immediately. Previously, if a
complication had occurred at
night time we’d also have to
contend with delays caused
by our team’s shift/sleep
patterns with information
not being acted upon until
midday of the following day.
Now this data is waiting for
us as soon as we log-in in
the morning saving us vital
hours.”

Universal update with
same codes
Rob reports that AccessSync
allows them to save time daily
because they can update and
validate control coordinates
from the office enabling
survey teams to stay in the
field and switch between a
variety of tasks if necessary.

Additionally, feature lists can
be updated universally
ensuring that all surveyors are
working with the same codes
– something that can cause
massive delays and if there
are any logger problems or
data missed – and Rob knows
that data is backed up safely
on both Trimble’s server and
their own.

Rob concludes, “I can
think of six incidences alone
this year where the ability to
transfer data live to and from
the field has saved us crucial
hours. We recently worked
on two Network Rail projects
where they had tamped the
site. We went in the next day
to do as-built surveys and
were able to issue the
collected data to the
designers for checks within
one hour, that’s three to
four times quicker than
previously!”

As a business PBH Surveys
is always looking for ways to
become more efficient, to
streamline its operations and
to provide the best possible
service to our clients. “If
survey data is not delivered
on time then contractual
obligations are not met,
penalties accrue and
reputations are put on the
line,” says Rob. “With Trimble
AccessSync we know where
our data is, we know that it’s
backed up and we know that
we can deliver that data to
our customer faster than ever
before. It makes no sense to
work in any other way!”

•The power behind Trimble
AccessSync is Trimble
InSphere, a common cloud-
based software platform for
central management of
geospatial applications, data
and services.

LET THE DATA FLOW!
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THIS YEAR’S GNSS comparison
tables suggest that
manufacturers have been
consolidating their ranges of
GNSS equipment. Receivers,
such as Leica’s GS08, GS12,
GS14 have gone. The GR10
and GR25 reference stations
have been replaced by the
GR30, which can handle
BeiDou data and the GMX910
has been introduced, for
monitoring applications.
Trimble has a new receiver, the
R2 whilst the R8s and R9s, are
now marketed as suitable for
precise point positioning (PPP),
joining the top of the range
R10, which was launched with
that feature. It is clear that the
manufacturers have seen
Galileo and Beidou just round
the corner and have
responded.

A subtle, or maybe not so
subtle, adjustment is the
treatment of PPP. Trimble

offers a full PPP service called
CenterPoint RTX. With a
CenterPoint RTX subscription,
the receiver can receive GNSS
corrections via satellite or the
internet and is able to
compute positions to a
precision of 4cm in horizontal
and 9 cm in vertical from 30
minutes of data. In other
words it could be particularly
useful in places where there is
no network RTK service.
However, if using satellite
correction delivery, the receiver
still has to be able to track the
satellite delivering the RTX
corrections. Other than polar
regions and a chunk of central
Asia, most of the planet is
covered, but obstruction by
trees and topography still has
to be considered.

Trimble also offers a service
called Trimble xFill on its R10
receiver. This service can come
into operation when the

receiver loses contact with the
network RTK service, or its
base station – when the phone
or radio goes down. For five
minutes, it will continue to
generate positions by using
corrections from CenterPoint
RTX. After five minutes the
service stops, unless the user
has subscribed to CenterPoint
RTX. Leica offer a similar gap-
filling service called L-band
SmartLink, but the corrections
are available for twice the time
after loss of communications
with the base.

One would expect positions
to degrade during periods
when the receiver is depending
on corrections from xFill, and
Trimble’s FAQs state that the
degradation is 10mm per
minute (RMS) in plan and
20mm per minute (RMS) in
height. For those who have
paid the subscription, the
precision levels out after five
minutes and “will not exceed
6cm horizontal and 14cm
vertical” while using Trimble
xFill with CenterPoint RTX –
assuming good GNSS visibility.

Chasing the centimetre
For those of us who have to
chase the centimetre in the
vertical the prospect of 14cm
will cause a shudder. Indeed,
in the wrong hands it is

arguable that xFill is a licence
to produce poor quality data,
especially when the marketing
blurb encourages complacency
by stating that “xFill maintains
RTK level accuracy” during an
outage. Thankfully, it can be
switched off, but will probably
only be switched off by those
who have read and
understood the small print.
Leica literature is not quite so
bold in its claims. It states that
horizontal accuracy is
approximately 5cm after ten
minutes, preferring to illustrate
accuracy in the vertical only as
a line on a graph.

The prospect for the future
should be improvement in the
results obtained using PPP,
thanks to more constellations
and satellites as well as faster
and more accurate
computation of satellite orbits.
More satellites should also
result in better position-fixing
overall and particularly in less
than optimal environments.

• For details of the state of
the GNSS Constellations
watch out for a feature
article in the May/June issue
of Geomatics World.

GNSS: when communications
break down
A few new models but overall it’s a year of
consolidation but watch out for the
opportunities of precise point positioning

GNSS RECEIVERS

Turn to pages 20-25 for
details of 30 GNSS

receivers

K
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MANUFACTURER

MODEL

Market sector (e.g. survey, GIS)

SPECIFICATIONS

L1 signal

L2 signal

L2C signal

L5 signal

GLONASS signals

Galileo signals

BeiDou (Compass signals)

Other systems

Channels

RTCM

Cold start (seconds)

Antenna type

Battery type

Power consumption (tracking hours)

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Wireless links

Integrated UHF radio modem

Integrated GSM/GPRS modem

Controller/data logging

Recommended controller/logger

Data storage type

Max storage capacity

Display type & size in pixels

Alphanumeric? (Yes/No)

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Same logger for total stations? (Y or N)

Differential Static Survey

Horizontal accuracy (mm + ppm)

Vertical accuracy (mm + ppm)

Kinematic Survey with phase measurements

Supports kinematic

RTK Base & Rover

Accepts network RTK corrections? (Y or N)

Horizontal accuracy (metres + ppm)

Vertical accuracy (metres + ppm)

Operational weight (receiver, logger, pole, etc)

DGPS

Wide Area DGPS supported

DGPS via network RTK services (Yes or No)

Other features

Leica Geosystems

iCG60

Construction etc

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

120

V2.3&RTCM 3.1&3.2 MSM

<45

Integrated

Lith-ion 

5 hrs

IP67

Y

Y

Icon CC80 controllers

128Gb SSD

128 Gb

Colour touch 7" screen

Y

IP65

Y

3mm + 0.5ppm

3.5mm + 0.4ppm

Y

Y

Y

10mm + 1ppm

20mm + 1ppm

3.215kg

EGNOS/WAAS

Y

Leica Geosystems

iCG60 Advanced

Construction

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

-

120

v2.x & v3.x

-

Integrated

Swappable Lith-Ion

5 hrs

IP67

Y (403-470 MHz)

Quad Band UMTS/HPSA,
&GSM/GPRS

iCON CC60 / CC61

64Gb SSD Hard Drive

64Gb

Virtual keyboard

7" 1024×600 TFT

IP65

Y

3mm + 0.5ppm

3.5mm + 0.4ppm

Y

Y

Y

10mm + 1ppm

20mm + 1ppm

3.215kg

EGNOS/WAAS

Y

Leica Geosystems

Uno 10

All

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

-

14

v2.x & v3.x

35 sec

Integ / optional extl for PP

Swappable Lith-Ion

8-9 hrs

IP67

N

GSM/UMTS 3.5G

-

1Gb Int., SD & CF cards

32Gb

VGA colour touch screen

Y

IP67

Y

10mm + 1ppm

20mm + 1ppm

Y

PPK only

Net DGPS only

1m SBAS 0.4m NetDGPS

2.4m SBAS 0.8m NetDGPS

0.74kg

EGNOS/WAAS

Y

Leica Geosystems

Uno 15

All

Y

N

N

N

Optional

N

N

-

14

v2.x & v3.x

35 sec

Integ / optional extl for PP

Swappable Lith-Ion

8-9 hrs

IP67

N

GSM/UMTS 3.5G

Integrated

1Gb Int., SD & CF cards

32Gb

QWERTY / Touchscreen

Y

IP67

Y

10mm + 1ppm

20mm + 1ppm

Y

PPK only

Net DGPS only

1m SBAS 0.4m NetDGPS

2.4m SBAS 0.8m NetDGPS

0.90kg

EGNOS/WAAS

Y

Leica Geosystems

Zeno 5

GIS

Y

Optional

N

N

Optional

N

N

-

48

v2.x & v3.x

35 sec

Integrated / optional extl

Swappable Lith-Ion

10 hrs

IP54

N

UMTS Quad Band GSM

Integrated

2Gb Int, Sd cards

32Gb

QWERTY / Touchscreen

N

IP54

-

10mm + 1ppm

20mm + 1ppm

Y

NRTK

Y

0.5m NetDGPS 10mm+1ppmNRTK

1m NetDGPS 20mm+1ppm NRTK

0.375kg

EGNOS/WAAS

Y

iCG60: Temp -40 to +60°C. GNSS RTK device with
Base or Rover Operation. Base Configuration

requires no controller for set up
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MANUFACTURER

MODEL

Market sector (e.g. survey, GIS)

SPECIFICATIONS

L1 signal

L2 signal

L2C signal

L5 signal

GLONASS signals

Galileo signals

BeiDou (Compass signals)

Other systems

Channels

RTCM

Cold start (seconds)

Antenna type

Battery type

Power consumption (tracking hours)

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Wireless links

Integrated UHF radio modem

Integrated GSM/GPRS modem

Controller/data logging

Recommended controller/logger

Data storage type

Max storage capacity

Display type & size in pixels

Alphanumeric? (Yes/No)

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Same logger for total stations? (Y or N)

Differential Static Survey

Horizontal accuracy (mm + ppm)

Vertical accuracy (mm + ppm)

Kinematic Survey with phase measurements

Supports kinematic

RTK Base & Rover

Accepts network RTK corrections? (Y or N)

Horizontal accuracy (metres + ppm)

Vertical accuracy (metres + ppm)

Operational weight (receiver, logger, pole, etc)

DGPS

Wide Area DGPS supported

DGPS via network RTK services (Yes or No)

Other features

Leica Geosystems

Zeno 20 Handheld

GIS

Y

Y (Optional)

Y (Optional)

N

Y (Optional)

Y (Optional)

Y (Optional)

SBAS

120
RTCM 2.x, 3.0, 3.1,
Leica, CMR, CMR+

<40

Integrated

Hot-swappable

Lithium Ion

8

IP67

External via Bluetooth

Y 3.8G Quad-band

Integrated, Android or
Windows Embedded 

Internal, microSD

32 Gb

4.7" 480 x 854

On screen

IP67

N

10 mm + 1 ppm

20 mm + 1 ppm

Y

Y

Y

0.050 m + 1 ppm

0.100 m + 1 ppm

0.88 kg

SBAS

Y

GAMtec: combine Zeno
20 with Disto S910 laser
for measuring inaccessible
points quickly and easily

Leica Geosystems

Zeno 20 (extl antenna)

GIS

Y

Y (Optional)

Y (Optional)

N

Y (Optional)

Y (Optional)

Y (Optional)

SBAS

120
RTCM 2.x, 3.0, 3.1,
Leica, CMR, CMR+

<40

External, AS10

Hot-swappable

Lithium Ion

8

IP67

External via Bluetooth

Y 3.8G Quad-band

Integrated, Android or
Windows Embedded 

Internal, microSD

32 Gb

4.7" 480 x 854

On screen

IP67

N

3 mm + 0.5ppm

6 mm + 0.5ppm

Y

Y

Y

0.010 m + 1 ppm

0.020 m + 1 ppm

2.02 kg

SBAS

Y

GAMtec: combine Zeno
20 with Disto S910 laser
for measuring inaccessible
points quickly and easily

Leica Geosystems

Zeno 10

GIS

Y

N

N

N

Optional

N

N

-

14

v2.x & v3.x

35 sec

Integ / optional extl for PP

Swappable Lith-Ion

8-9 hrs

IP67

N

GSM/UMTS 3.5G

Integrated

1Gb Int., SD & CF cards

32Gb

Touch screen VGA colour TFT

Y

IP67

-

10mm + 1ppm

20mm + 1ppm

Y

PPK only

Net DGPS only

1.2m SBAS 0.3m NetDGPS

2.4m SBAS 0.6m NetDGPS

0.74kg

EGNOS/WAAS

Y

Leica Geosystems

Zeno 15

GIS

Y

N

N

N

Optional

N

N

-

14

v2.x & v3.x

35 sec

Integ / optional extl for PP

Swappable Lith-Ion

8-9 hrs

IP67

N

GSM/UMTS 3.5G

Integrated

1Gb Int., SD & CF cards

32Gb

Touch screen VGA colour TFT

N

IP67

-

10mm + 1ppm

20mm + 1ppm

Y

PPK only

Net DGPS only

1.2m SBAS 0.3m NetDGPS

2.4m SBAS 0.6m NetDGPS

0.90kg

EGNOS/WAAS

Y

Leica Geosystems

Zeno 25 GNSS

GIS

Y

Optional

N

N

Optional

N

N

-

120

v2.x & v3.x

-

External

Hot Swappable Lith-Polymer

6 hrs

IP65

N
HSDPA/UTMS,

Quad B& Edge/GPRS/GSM
Dual-band CDMA

Integrated

128Gb Hard Drive

2Tb
Virtual keyboard, 7"1024×600

TFT colour touch screen

N

IP65

Y

3mm + 0.5ppm

6mm + 0.5ppm

Y

NRTK

Y

0.5mNetDGPS 10mm+1ppm NRTK

1m NetDGPS 20mm+1ppm NRTK

1.4kg

EGNOS/WAAS

Y

Full Windows 7
tablet PC.

Zeno 5 also has
accelerometer, digital

compass, gyroscope, light
sensor, proximity sensor.
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Leica Geosystems

GR30 GNSS

Reference  Station

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

QZSS

120 (upgradable to >555)

streams v2.x & v3.x at >50Hz

30 sec

Leica AS10/AR10/20/25

External power

-

IP67

Y (390-470 MHz)
Tri Band UMTS/HSDPS Quad Band

GSM/GPRS Dual Band CDMA

web interface

SD Card

32Gb

-

-

-

-

3mm + 0.1ppm

3.5mm + 0.4ppm

Y

Y

Y

6mm + 1ppm

10mm + 1ppm

1.67kg

EGNOS/WAAS/GAGAN/MSAS

Y

Leica Geosystems

GMX910

Monitoring

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

QZSS

555

-

30 sec

Internal

External power

-

IP67

External (390-470 MHz)

ExternalTri Band UMTS/HSDPSQuad

Band GSM/GPRS Dual-band CDMA

N/A

N/A

-

-

-

-

-

3mm + 0.5ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

-

-

-

-

-

0.70kg

N/A

-

Leica Geosystems

GMX902 GG

Monitoring

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

-

72

-

30 seconds

Leica AS10/AR10/20/25

External power

-

IP67

External (390-470 MHz)

ExternalTri Band UMTS/HSDPSQuad

Band GSM/GPRS Dual-band CDMA

N/A

N/A

-

-

-

-

-

3mm + 0.5ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

-

-

-

-

-

0.80kg

-

N/A

Leica Geosystems

GM30

Monitoring

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

QZSS

555

v2.x & v3.x

30 sec

Leica AS10/AR10/20/25

External power

-

IP67

Y (390-470 MHz)

ExternalTri Band UMTS/HSDPSQuad

Band GSM/GPRS Dual-band CDMA

web interface

-

32Gb

-

-

-

-

3mm + 0.1ppm

3.5mm + 0.4ppm

-

-

-

-

-

1.67kg

Y

MANUFACTURER

MODEL

Market sector (e.g. survey, GIS)

SPECIFICATIONS

L1 signal

L2 signal

L2C signal

L5 signal

GLONASS signals

Galileo signals

BeiDou (Compass signals)

Other systems

Channels

RTCM

Cold start (seconds)

Antenna type

Battery type

Power consumption (tracking hours)

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Wireless links

Integrated UHF radio modem

Integrated GSM/GPRS modem

Controller/data logging

Recommended controller/logger

Data storage type

Max storage capacity

Display type & size in pixels

Alphanumeric? (Yes/No)

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Same logger for total stations? (Y or N)

Differential Static Survey

Horizontal accuracy (mm + ppm)

Vertical accuracy (mm + ppm)

Kinematic Survey with phase measurements

Supports kinematic

RTK Base & Rover

Accepts network RTK corrections? (Y or N)

Horizontal accuracy (metres + ppm)

Vertical accuracy (metres + ppm)

Operational weight (receiver, logger, pole, etc)

DGPS

Wide Area DGPS supported

DGPS via network RTK services (Yes or No)

Other features

Leica Geosystems

System Viva GS10
Performance

All

Y

Y

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

-

120 (upgradable to >500)

v2.x & v3.x

30 sec

External AS10

Hot swappable Lith-Ion

15

IP68

Clip-On

Clip-On

CS20 5” screen

1Gb Intl memory, SD Card

32Gb

QWERTY touchscreen VGA

-

IP68

Y

3mm + 0.1ppm

3.5mm + 0.4ppm

Y

Y

Y

8mm + 0.5ppm

15mm + 0.5ppm

5.4 kg

EGNOS/WAAS/GAGAN/MSAS

Y
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MANUFACTURER

MODEL

Market sector (e.g. survey, GIS)

SPECIFICATIONS

L1 signal

L2 signal

L2C signal

L5 signal

GLONASS signals

Galileo signals

BeiDou (Compass signals)

Other systems

Channels

RTCM

Cold start (seconds)

Antenna type

Battery type

Power consumption (tracking hours)

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Wireless links

Integrated UHF radio modem

Integrated GSM/GPRS modem

Controller/data logging

Recommended controller/logger

Data storage type

Max storage capacity

Display type & size in pixels

Alphanumeric? (Yes/No)

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Same logger for total stations? (Y or N)

Differential Static Survey

Horizontal accuracy (mm + ppm)

Vertical accuracy (mm + ppm)

Kinematic Survey with phase measurements

Supports kinematic

RTK Base & Rover

Accepts network RTK corrections? (Y or N)

Horizontal accuracy (metres + ppm)

Vertical accuracy (metres + ppm)

Operational weight (receiver, logger, pole, etc)

DGPS

Wide Area DGPS supported

DGPS via network RTK services (Yes or No)

Other features

Leica Geosystems

System Viva GS15
Single Frequency

All

Y

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

-

120 (upgradable to >500) 

v2.x & v3.x

30 sec

Internal

Hot swappable Lith-Ion

10

IP68

Y (390-470MHz)

Tri-band UMTS/HSDPS etc

CS20 5” screen

1Gb Int memory, SD, SF card

32Gb

QWERTY touchscreen VGA

-

IP68

Y

3mm + 0.1ppm

3.5mm + 0.4ppm

Y

Upgradable

Upgradable

8mm + 0.5ppm

15mm + 0.5ppm

3.3 kg

EGNOS/WAAS/GAGAN/MSAS

Y

Viva range: also receives L-band SmartLink
signal for bridging gap of correction interruptions

Leica Geosystems

System Viva GS15
Performance

All

Y

Y

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Smartlink, QZSS

120 (upgradable to >500) 

v2.x & v3.x

30 sec

Internal

Hot swappable Lith-Ion

10

IP68

Y (390-470MHz)

Tri-band UMTS/HSDPS etc

Viva CS20

2Gb Internal, SD card

32Gb

QWERTY touchscreen VGA

Y

IP68

Y

3mm + 0.1ppm

3.5mm + 0.4ppm

Y

Y

Y

8mm + 0.5ppm

15mm + 0.5ppm

3.3 kg

EGNOS/WAAS/GAGAN/MSAS

Y

Leica Geosystems

System Viva GS25

Survey

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Upgradable

Smartlink, QZSS

120 (upgradable to >500) 

v2.x & v3.x

30 sec

External

Hot swappable Lith-Ion

10

IP68

Y (390-470MHz)

Tri-band UMTS/HSDPS etc

Viva CS20

2Gb Internal, SD card

32Gb

-

-

-

Y

3mm + 0.1ppm

3.5mm + 0.4ppm

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

8mm + 0.5ppm

15mm + 0.5ppm

1.84 kg

EGNOS/WAAS/GAGAN/MSAS

Y

Sokkia

GRX-2

Survey

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

-

226

RTCM 2.x & 3.x

<15

Integrated

Lithium-Ion (1 No)

5

IP67

Y

Y (Quad Band)

FC-336/MESSA/FC-500

Removable SD Card

16Gb/32Gb

touch screen

VGA colour

IP67

Y

3mm + 0.5ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

Y

Y

Y

10mm + 1ppm

15mm + 1ppm

1.9 kg

WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, QZSS

Y
Operating temperature
range -20 to + 65° C. 
2 metre pole drop to

concrete. Output rate 1Hz
to 100Hz selectable. Fence
antenna technology. Voice

navigation.

Sokkia

GCX-2

Survey

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

-

226

RTCM 2.x & 3.x

<15

Integrated

Intl, non removeable

12

IP67

Long link

N

FC-336/MESSA/FC-500

Removable SD Card

16Gb/32Gb

touch screen

VGA colour

IP67

Y

3mm + 0.5ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

Y

Y

Y

10mm + 1ppm

15mm + 1ppm

375g

WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, QZSS

Y
Operating temperature
range -40 to + 85° C. 
2 metre pole drop to

concrete. Output rate 1Hz
to 100Hz selectable. Fence

antenna technology.
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Topcon

GR5

Survey

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

226
RTCM 2.x & 3.x/CMR

+/NMEA 2.x

<60

Integrated

Hot swap Lithium-Ion (2)

12

IP66

Y (digital UHF)

Y (Quad Band)

FC-336/FC-500/Tesla

Removable SD Card

32Gb

colour touch screen

-

IP67

Y

3mm + 0.5ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

Y

Y

Y

10mm + 1ppm

15mm + 1ppm

2.3 kg

WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, QZSS

Y
Operating temp -30 to +
70° C. 2 metre pole drop
to concrete, magnesium I-

beam housing, fence
antenna technology.

Output rate 1Hz to 100Hz
selectable.

Topcon

Hiper-V

Survey

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Upgradable

N

-

226
RTCM 2.x & 3.x/CMR

+/NMEA 2.x

<15

Integrated

Lithium-Ion (1)

5

IP67

Y (digital UHF)

Y (Quad Band)

FC-336/FC-500/Tesla

Removable SD Card

16Gb/32Gb

colour touch screen

-

IP67

Y

3mm + 0.5ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

Y

Y

Y

10mm + 1ppm

15mm + 1ppm

1.9 kg

WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, QZSS

Y
Operating temperature
range -20 to + 65°C. 
2 metre pole drop to

concrete. Output rate 1Hz
to 100Hz selectable. Fence
antenna technology. Voice

navigation.

Topcon

Hiper-SR

Survey/Construction/GIS

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Upgradable

Upgradable

-

226
RTCM 2.x & 3.x/CMR

+/NMEA 2.x

<40

Integrated

Integrated

20

IP67

Longlink wireless

N

FC-336/FC-500/Tesla

Internal

16Gb/32Gb

colour touch screen

-

IP67

Y

3mm + 0.5ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

Y

Y

Y

10mm + 1ppm

15mm + 1ppm

1.2 kg

WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, QZSS

Y
Operating temperature
range -20 to + 65°C. 
2 metre pole drop to

concrete. Output rate 1Hz
to 100Hz selectable. Fence

antenna technology.

MANUFACTURER

MODEL

Market sector (e.g. survey, GIS)

SPECIFICATIONS

L1 signal

L2 signal

L2C signal

L5 signal

GLONASS signals

Galileo signals

BeiDou (Compass signals)

Other systems

Channels

RTCM

Cold start (seconds)

Antenna type

Battery type

Power consumption (tracking hours)

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Wireless links

Integrated UHF radio modem

Integrated GSM/GPRS modem

Controller/data logging

Recommended controller/logger

Data storage type

Max storage capacity

Display type & size in pixels

Alphanumeric? (Yes/No)

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Same logger for total stations? (Y or N)

Differential Static Survey

Horizontal accuracy (mm + ppm)

Vertical accuracy (mm + ppm)

Kinematic Survey with phase measurements

Supports kinematic

RTK Base & Rover

Accepts network RTK corrections? (Y or N)

Horizontal accuracy (metres + ppm)

Vertical accuracy (metres + ppm)

Operational weight (receiver, logger, pole, etc)

DGPS

Wide Area DGPS supported

DGPS via network RTK services (Yes or No)

Topcon

Hiper-SR Cell

Survey/Construction/GIS

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Upgradable

Upgradable

-

226
RTCM 2.x & 3.x/CMR

+/NMEA 2.x

<40

Integrated

Integrated

20

IP67

Longlink wireless

Integ dual SIM HASP+

FC-336/FC-500/Tesla

Internal

16Gb/32Gb

colour touch screen

-

IP67

Y

3mm + 0.5ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

Y

Y

Y

10mm + 1ppm

15mm + 1ppm

1.2 kg

WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, QZSS

Y
Operating temperature
range -20 to + 65° C. 
2 metre pole drop to

concrete. Output rate 1Hz
to 100Hz selectable. Fence

antenna technology.
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MANUFACTURER

MODEL

Market sector (e.g. survey, GIS)

SPECIFICATIONS

L1 signal

L2 signal

L2C signal

L5 signal

GLONASS signals

Galileo signals

BeiDou (Compass signals)

Other systems

Channels

RTCM

Cold start (seconds)

Antenna type

Battery type

Power consumption (tracking hours)

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Wireless links

Integrated UHF radio modem

Integrated GSM/GPRS modem

Controller/data logging

Recommended controller/logger

Data storage type

Max storage capacity

Display type & size in pixels

Alphanumeric? (Yes/No)

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Same logger for total stations? (Y or N)

Differential Static Survey

Horizontal accuracy (mm + ppm)

Vertical accuracy (mm + ppm)

Kinematic Survey with phase measurements

Supports kinematic

RTK Base & Rover

Accepts network RTK corrections? (Y or N)

Horizontal accuracy (metres + ppm)

Vertical accuracy (metres + ppm)

Operational weight (receiver, logger, pole, etc)

DGPS

Wide Area DGPS supported

DGPS via network RTK services (Yes or No)

Trimble

Geo7x

Survey/GIS

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

-

220

All Standard

<10

Int and External GNSS

Li-Ion

~10 hrs

IP65

N

Y (Quad Band)

Built In

Internal and External

4 Gb

Colour touch screen

N

IP65

N

3mm + 0.5ppm

3.5mm + 0.5ppm

Y

Rover

Y

10mm + 1ppm

15mm + 1ppm

1kg

Egnos/WAAS

Y

Trimble

R2

Survey/GIS

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

220

All standard + PPP

<10

Integrated GNSS

Removable Li-Ion

5

IP67

Y (410-470 MHz)

External

Trimble's tablet & TSC3

Internal and external

8 Gb

Colour touch screen

Y

IP67

Y

10 mm + 1.0 ppm

20 mm + 1 ppm

Y

Rover only

Y

10 mm + 1.0 ppm

20 mm + 1 ppm

3.5 kg

Egnos/WAAS

Y and Trimble RTX
Capable of delivering between

submetre and centimetre
positioning accuracy in real-
time to any mobile device or

Trimble Controller, the R2 gives
total flexibility to choose a

solution based on the accuracy
and GNSS performance level
that suits your application.

Trimble

R8s

Survey

Y

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

440

All standard + PPP

<10

Integrated GNSS

Removable Li-Ion

5

IP67

Y (410-470 MHz)

Y

Trimble's tablet & TSC3

Internal and external

8 Gb

Colour touch screen

Y

IP67

Y

3 mm + 0.1 ppm

3.5 mm + 0.4 ppm

Y

Y

Y

8 mm + 0.5 ppm

15 mm + 0.5 ppm

3.5 kg

Egnos/WAAS

Y
The Trimble R8s GNSS

receiver gives you just the
features and benefits you

need, in one flexible, scalable
integrated system. Simply

choose the configuration level
that suits your needs best,

then add functionality
whenever you need it.

Trimble

R10

Survey

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

440

All standard + PPP

<10

Integrated GNSS

Li-Ion

~5.5 hrs

IP67

Y ( 410-470 Mhz )

Y ( Quad Band )

Trimble’s Tablet & TSC3

Internal and External

8 Gb

Colour touch screen

Y

IP6x

Y

3 mm + 0.1 ppm

3.5 mm + 0.4 ppm

Y

Y

Y

8 mm + 0.5 ppm

15 mm + 0.5 ppm

~3kg (all on the pole)

Egnos/WAAS

Y and Trimble RTx

R10 also comes with
HD GNSS, sure point
and xFill as standard.

Trimble

R9s

Survey

Y

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

440

All standard + PPP

<10

External GNSS

Internal Li-Ion

15

IP67

Y (410-470 MHz)

External

Trimble's tablet & TSC3

Internal and external

8 Gb

Colour touch screen

Y

IP67

Y

3 mm + 0.1 ppm

3.5 mm + 0.4 ppm

Y

Y

Y

8 mm + 0.5 ppm

15 mm + 0.5 ppm

3.5 kg

Egnos/WAAS

Y and Trimble RTX
The Trimble R9s GNSS

receiver gives you just the
features and benefits you

need, in one flexible, scalable
modular system. Simply

choose the configuration level
that suits your needs best,

then simply add functionality
whenever you need it.
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AFTER 17 YEARS ABSENCE
from the Antarctic, Severn
Partnership returned in
January 2016 to help prepare
for the unprecedented move
of the Halley VI research
station.

The route to Halley saw
Severn Partnership associate
director Anett Dude, land at
Rothera research station for
what should have been a wait
for the transfer flight to Halley
some 1000 miles South.
However, Leica Geosystems
UK, who are providing the
precise mapping equipment to
facilitate the works planned at
Halley, had also supplied the
latest terrestrial P40 laser
scanner to be used at Rothera.

All laser scanning, total
station and GPS equipment
was routinely delivered in
flight cases and transferred
halfway across the world on
four flights over three days,
posing little concern. Upon
arrival, Anett attempted to
locate the remains of existing
survey control, which had
been established by Severn
Partnership over 17 years
previously. In the meantime,
further buildings had been
added to the base yet four
survey control stations
remained in a usable state.

Over the following week
Anett completed the external

laser scanning of the entire
Rothera research station in
approximately 100 separate
scan set-ups, including the
runway. This required close
liaison with Air Traffic Control
to ensure undisrupted
continuation of flight
operations. The short scan
times of around three
minutes per set-up allowed
the static capture top quality
data of a 1km runway in less
than a day’s work and with
no requirement to shut down
the runway.  

The P40’s range of a
quoted 270m maximum was
put to the test and a
whopping 264m was
achieved. Obtaining
measurements so close to the
scanner’s maximum range in
site temperatures of -10°C
degrees are well within its
specified extreme
temperature specifications,
ranging from -20°C to +50°C.
This performance,
nevertheless is testament to
the P40’s ability to perform to
its specifications under the
most challenging
environmental conditions.

Mark Combes, managing
director at Severn Partnership,
takes up the story. “When
planning for this challenging
project, our only equipment
consideration was to use

Leica Geosystems UK. Their
solutions have been tried and
tested at the extreme
temperatures that we would
experience in Antarctica,
which means that we did not
have to worry about potential
downtime or inaccurate
measurements”,   

Work at the research
station also included capturing
survey data internally of
selected buildings, such as the
Generator building and the
Aircraft Hangar. The scan data
was combined and mapped
onto the existing survey
control with a global error of
less than 7mm over an area of
nearly one square kilometre.
Internal accuracies of less than
3mm were achieved.

To help non-technical
stakeholders visualise the site,
Anett also captured panoramic
imagery across the research
station. This information can
be augmented onto the
generated model to add detail.

British Antarctic Survey
representatives in Rothera
have reviewed the data and
are forming strategies on how
to maximise the use of the 3D
model derived from the
scanned information. Various
projects, as part of the BAS

2020 initiative, are in their
feasibility stage and all will
draw information from the
spatial model generated.
Scientists are keen to
understand how to gain
efficiencies by minimising
transport routes through
careful storage and depot
planning.

Projects include the
redevelopment of the wharf
to accommodate the £200m
purpose-built research vessel,
which featured in the news
recently following a naming
campaign that came up with
the whimsical “Boaty
McBoatface”. 

The provision of this
information would not have
been possible without the
provision of the laser
scanning equipment through
Leica Geosystems, as only a
small window of opportunity
was available. British Antarctic
Survey and Severn Partnership
are grateful for this provision
and the data captured by the
Leica P40, which will be at
the heart of a modernised
and more efficient Antarctic
research station at Rothera.

For more about Severn
Partnership please visit:
www.severnpartnership.com

The Antarctic presents a challenge for survey
instruments, especially like today’s
sophisticated and complex laser scanners.
However, both Leica Geosystems and Severn
Partnership have been there before. But this
time they returned with a Leica P40
ScanStation laser scanner.

Scanning in the extreme



LASER CLASSES
Class 1 lasers are safe under all
conditions of normal use.

Class 1M lasers are safe under
all conditions of use except
when passed through
magnifying optics such as
telescopes.

Class 2 lasers operate in the
visible part of the spectrum and
protection is provided by the
blink reflex which limits
exposure to 0.25 seconds at the
power rating of the laser.
Clearly, they can become
dangerous if the blink reflex is
suppressed.

Class 2M is safe, due to the
blink reflex, if not viewed
through optical instruments.
The amount of light permitted
through the pupil is limited by
using a large diameter beam or
large beam divergence.

Class 3R lasers are considered
safe if handled carefully, with
restricted beam viewing. The risk
of damage is reduced by limiting
the laser to a sufficiently low
power rating.

• Note: none of the scanners in our
tables has a higher rating than 3R.
For more, see standard IEC 60825-1.
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SURVEY PRODUCTS need to
be consistent and complete,
both to be considered
products in themselves and to
facilitate processing into other
products.

For airborne techniques
the barrier to completeness of
the point cloud is the
presence of obstructions
between the plane and the
ground, such as vegetation
and buildings. Both
photogrammetry and airborne
LiDAR are therefore best
observed in the winter when
vegetation has died back and
the trees are leafless. But
LiDAR has the advantage over
photogrammetry because
LiDAR pulses can penetrate
light vegetation, such as grass
and are more effective at
penetrating trees and scrub.

Handhelds complete the
picture
For ground-based surveying
the situation is not so easy to
solve. You need to be able to
see the surface being
modelled, but slanting lines of
sight from a static scanner are
even more likely to hit
impenetrable vegetation and
other obstructions between
the instrument and the surface
to be modelled. Total station
technology overcomes this
difficulty by observing to a
prism on a pole held vertically
over each point of interest,
but this solution is not open to
terrestrial laser scanning.
However, over the past two or
three years progress has been
made, with the advent of
hand-held laser scanners.

These enable those
difficult-to-reach places to be
surveyed and, in that respect,
the two technologies can be
considered complementary.
Survey first from static
scanner set-ups and then
complete with the handheld.

One would expect to see
solutions taking advantage of
this complementarity. Dot
Product has recently
announced tie-ups with Leica
and with Z+F, along with
technological improvements
to the Dot Product scanner.
This development follows
Faro’s response to the
problem which has been
around for some time – the
Faro Freestyle handheld
scanner, which has been
marketed to complement
Faro’s static scanners.

Walking-pace mobile
mapping
The ZEB-Revo is an upgrade of
the ZEB1, from GeoSLAM,
which attracted much interest
when it was first launched a
three years ago, although
surveyors tended to wince at
the thought of sending their
data off for processing in a
black box in the cloud. The
new ZEB has, the
manufacturer claims, a faster
scanner and simpler operation.
This instrument has the
versatility of the Dot Product
handheld but has a lower
accuracy specification. ZEB is a
scanner positioned on a spring
on a pole. The surveyor walks
around the survey site carrying
the wobbling ZEB which
generates a point cloud as it
goes and deduces changes to
its position from the changing
observations to static objects.
You have to apply survey
principles to obtain good data
from ZEB and it dislikes long
featureless corridors. Leica’s
Pegasus Backpack occupies
the same technological
territory as the ZEB, but this
time, as the name suggests,
the surveyor carries the
scanners on his back.

. . . and from drones
Moving on from walking-pace

mobile scanning, this year has
seen more interest in laser
scanning from UAVs. There
are now at least two players
in this area – Riegl and
YellowScan, and we can be
sure that there will be more
next year. The value of LiDAR
over photography is its ability
to penetrate vegetation. On
bare earth surfaces LiDAR is
unlikely to compete with
photogrammetry from UAV
platforms which can currently
achieve a height accuracy of
3cm. Another one to watch is
Riegl’s bathymetric profiler
from a UAV platform, which
could transform clear water
bathymetric surveying.

Static scanner tracking
The laser scanning workhorse
is still very much the static
scanner. Static scanners
produce the most accurate
and consistent data and these
are presented in our tables.
There are no dramatic changes
since last year, perhaps
reflecting technological
maturity. Topcon now has a
range of three scanners
focusing on short medium and
longer ranges and Z+F has
introduced a new scanner. The
Z+F IMAGER 5010X comes
with a unique navigation
system which works outdoors
as well as indoors. It estimates
the scanner position and
orientation without any
external targets in order to
enable automatic registration.
The scanner will also track
movements while carrying the
device on to the next scanning
position.

Mobile Mapping tables
This year we are also
publishing tables for mobile
mapping systems. If you have
case studies to demonstrate
how these are being used
and how to get the best out
of them, please send to
editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk

3D LASER SCANNERS

Time of flight v. phase-based scanning
Time-of-flight measurement technology is based on sending out a laser
pulse and observing the time taken to reflect from an object and return
to the instrument. Scanners using the technology operate over long
ranges at up to about 50,000 points per second. Waveform analysis is
the detailed investigation of the return signal. For example, where the
pulse hits ground that is obstructed by a shrub there is likely to be a first
return from the outer leaves, intermediate returns from branches and a
last return (possibly) from the ground.

Phase-based scanning involves measuring the difference in
phase between the laser pulse emitted by the scanner and the pulse
returning to the scanner. Typically, these scanners are able to
measure points at a much faster rate than time-of-flight scanners –
up to a million points per second. However, their range is severely
limited by the wavelength of the signal: for some models the
maximum range is 80m.

In both cases, the measured distance is combined with angle
encoder measurements to provide the 3Dlocation of a point.

Turn to pages 28-34 for our
comparison of mobile mapping

systems and scanners.

LLaasseerr  SSccaannnniinngg:: tackling the difficult bits



MOBILE MAPPING SYSTEMS
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Leica Geosystems

Pegusus:Two

0°C-40°C, non-condensing

IP52

Ethernet, wifi, USB3.0

600x760x680mm, 51 kg

L-Band, SBAS, and QZSS; GPS,
GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou

mandatory for rail and boat use

iMar FSAS

200
0.020m RMS horizontal, 0.020 m

RMS Vertical, 0.008° RMS pitch/roll,
0.013° RMS heading

Wheel sensor (standard)

6 to 8

360° 

220°

5mm

8 fps

1 or 2
Leica P40, 1m points / sec

290° Capturing Angle 

1mm accuracy                                  
120m - 240m range

temperature, thermal infrared,
GPR, noise sensors

Inertial Explorer and Mapfactory

Yes

Colourised / intensity laser-scan
point cloud / video

JPEG for photo graphy, LAS / ED50
for colourised scan data

£375,000

£35k per annum

Leica Geosystems

Pegusus: Backpack

0°C-40°C

IP52

Ethernet, wifi

730x270x310mm, 11.5kg

L-Band, SBAS, and QZSS; GPS,
GLONASS

iMar FSAS

125
0.02m RMS horizontal, 0.03 m

RMS vertical, 0.008° RMS pitch/roll,
0.010° RMS heading

-

5

200° 

360°

5mm

2 fps

1
Dual Velodybe VLP 16

270/30 per scanner
600,000 pts/sec

20 - 30mm accuracy
Usable range: 50m 

temperature, thermal infrared, GPR,
noise sensors

Inertial Explorer and Mapfactory

Yes

Colourised / intensity laser-scan
point cloud / video

JPEG for photo graphy, LAS / ED50
for colourised scan data

£200,000

£25k per annum

RIEGL

VMX-1HA

0°C - 40°C

IP64

Ethernet

Measuring Head: 737×456×485mm,
28 kg Protective Cover:

620×747×364mm, 3.6 kg
Roof Mount: 778×515×120mm,13 kg

GPS and GLONASS / L1, L2

-

FOG

200
position 0.07m - 0.10m RMS ,

0.005° RMS pitch/roll, 0.015° RMS
heading

DMI

up to 6

up to 360°

up to 330°
typical 30 MPx with CS6 Riegl camera

system or 30MPx with Ladybug 5
panorama camera, optional

integration of high-res 36MPx DSLR

up to 9 fps.

2
The two scanners have a vertical tilt

of ±30° and a horizontal tilt of
35°.  Each scanner has a 360°

vertical FOV
2,000,000 measurements / sec., 500
scan lines / sec., 5 mm accuracy, 3

mm precision, eyesafe Laser Class 1,
areodynamically shaped cover,

optional camera system
power, synchronization  and data

interface for additional devices
available

I

MU/GNSS post-processing software
is included in the scope of delivery

Yes

point cloud attributes: amplitude,
calibrated reflectance, deviation /
true coloured point cloud / Video

photography: JPG, TIFF
colourised scan data: LAS, ASCII,

interfaces to diverse 3rd party
software

N/A

N/A

Detailed information and
current data sheet available

at:
www.riegl.com

RIEGL

VMQ-1HA

0°C - 40°C

IP64

Ethernet

Measuring Head: 496×387×507mm, /
18 kg Roof Mount:

1149×440×110mm / 9 kg
Swivel Plate: 568×514×70mm /13 kg

GPS and GLONASS / L1, L2
for MEMS IMU)

supports GPS and GLONASS / L1, L2

FOG or MEMS option

200
(1) FOG IMU: position 0.07m - 0.10m
RMS, 0.005° RMS pitch/roll, 0.015°

RMS heading
(2) MEMS IMU with second antenna:
position 0.13m - 0.24m RMS RMS,

0.02° RMS pitch/roll, 0.03° RMS heading
DMI

up to 4

up to 360°

up to 330°

30 MPx with Ladybug 5, further
camera options are available

up to 9 fps

1
The scanner is mounted with a

horizontal tilt of 30°. A swivel mount
enables to set seven vertical positions
from –45° to +45° in 15° increments.
The scanner has a 360° vertical FOV
1,000,000 measurements / sec., 250
scan lines / sec., 5 mm accuracy, 3

mm precision, eyesafe Laser Class 1,
interfaces for up to 4 optional

cameras power, synchronization and
data interface for additional devices

available

MU/GNSS post-processing software
is included in the scope of delivery

Yes

point cloud attributes: amplitude,
calibrated reflectance, deviation /
true coloured point cloud / Video

photography: JPG, TIFF
colourised scan data: LAS, ASCII,

interfaces to diverse 3rd party
software

N/A

N/A

Detailed information and
current data sheet available

at:
www.riegl.com

MANUFACTURER

MODEL

Operating temperature

IP rating

Connectivity

Size & weight of sensor pod (standard)

POSITIONING

Standard GNSS details

Second GNSS sensor for heading 

Standard IMU details

IMU frequency (Hz)

Positional accuracy after 10 sec GNSS outage

Optional positioning sensors

SENSORS - CAMERAS

Number of cameras

Camera coverage - horizontal 

Camera coverage - vertical

Megapixels

Maximum frame rate

SENSORS - LASER SCANNERS

Number of laser scanners

Options for positioning of sensors

Notes on laser scanning

Other sensors supported

PROCESSING SOFTWARE

Recommended post-processing software
SBET and sensor data

Processing software can adjust SBET to 3D
control points?

Sensor data outputs

Sensor data output formats

Initial price for standard system incl. software

Annual costs for recommended maintenance

FURTHER INFORMATION
Control UnitMulti-core industrial PC, low power consumption, 1Tb
SSD hard disk with USB3 interface. USB, Ethernet, and wireless
connections available through the battery system. Service support
available through remote interface. Battery System Performance
Typical operating time 9 hrs, profiler version 13 hrs, scanner version
VAC input voltage 100 min to 240 max VAC autoranging AC input
power (charge cycle) 350W Max AC input frequency 50/60 Hz Time
to full charge 11.0 max h starting 0%DC output 21–29 Volts
Watt/Amp hours 2685 Watts hours /104 Amp hours.
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MANUFACTURER

MODEL

Operating temperature

IP rating

Connectivity

Size & weight of sensor pod (standard)

POSITIONING

Standard GNSS details

Second GNSS sensor for heading 

Standard IMU details

IMU frequency (Hz)

Positional accuracy after 10 sec GNSS outage

Optional positioning sensors

SENSORS - CAMERAS

Number of cameras

Camera coverage - horizontal 

Camera coverage - vertical

Megapixels

Maximum frame rate

SENSORS - LASER SCANNERS

Number of laser scanners

Options for positioning of sensors

Notes on laser scanning

Other sensors supported

PROCESSING SOFTWARE

Recommended post-processing software
SBET and sensor data

Processing software can adjust SBET to 3D
control points?

Sensor data outputs

Sensor data output formats

Initiall price for standard system incl. software

Annual costs for recommended maintenance

FURTHER INFORMATION

TOPCON

IP-S3 HD1

0°C to 45°C

IP67

Ethernet

300×500×600 mm / 18kg

Topcon 226 universal channels for
reliable, “all in view”, dual-
frequency L1/L2 code/carrier

GPS and GLONASS tracking
Gyro bias stability 1°/hr

Acceleration bias stability <0.25
mg

100
Depending on environment: system
also uses scan data for positioning

-

Single Panoramic camera

360°

360°

30MPx

5fps

32 lasers in 1 rotating scanner
Fixed. 360° horizontal field

of view and a 30° vertical field of
view. 32 lasers at a different angle

each: single pass covers all.
Measurement rate 700,000

point/sec Range 100 m at 100%
reflectivity. Calibration Topcon
calibrated for high precision.

-

Topcon in-house software, Mobile
Master Office. Single software  for

trajectory processing, image and scan
posing and data export

Yes

Colourised / intensity laser-scan
point cloud / Panoramic JPG /

trajectory / raw GNSS

CL3 / LAS / TXT / CSV /
KML / SHP / Jpeg

-

-

Low-weight, easy to mount and easy
to operate mobile mapping systems.

Designed for mapping & survey
applications with typical accuracy

down to 5cm. All post-processing in
single integrated software application.

Trimble

MX7

0 to 35 °C

IP 54

wifi
206mm (diameter) × 497 mm

height / 9kg

Trimble AP15 GNSS-Inertial
System

N/A

Trimble AP15 GNSS-Inertial System

200
0.2m – 0.8m (post-processed) at 60

sec GNSS outage

Distance measurement
indicator (DMI)

1 panoramic camera with 6 lenses

90% of full sphere

90% of full sphere

5 per camera lens

9 fps

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Applanix POSPac MMS

Yes

Video

AVI, SHP, DXF, CSV

£54,000 - 62,500
Aprrox £9,000 £ per year
(hardware and software)

Trimble

MX2

–10 °C to +50 °C

IP65

Ethernet
Single Head 693×304×370/17kg

Dual Head 868×304×370mm /25kg

Trimble AP20 GNSS-Inertial
System

Optional second GNSS antenna to
improve heading information

Applanix IMU-42 (non ITAR)

200
0.13 – 0.24m (post-processed) at

60 sec GNSS outage

Distance measurement
indicator (DMI)

1 panoramic camera with 6 lenses

90% of full sphere

90% of full sphere

5 per camera lens

9 fps

1 or 2
Fixed position at rear of the

sensor pod
Range: up to 250m Point per

second: 36,000 / 72,000 Accuracy:
±1 cm at 50 m to Kodak white card

Scanner FOV: 360°

N/A

Applanix POSPac MMS

Yes
Colourised point cloud

/Intensity laser-scan point
cloud / Video / Extract

objects from point cloud
AVI, SHP, DXF, CSV

£110,000 - £190,000

Approx £25000 £ per year
(hardware and software)

Trimble

MX8

Ethernet

70 kg

Applanix POSLV 420 / POSLV 520
Optional Second GNSS antenna to

improve heading information

Applanix POSLV 420 / POSLV 520

200
0.10 - 0.13m (post-processed) at 60

sec GNSS outage

Distance measurement
indicator (DMI)

3 × forward facing and 1 ×
rear pavement facing

(Optional: Additional 3 × rear
facing cameras) or 360° camera

Depends on used camera set-up

Depends on used camera set-up

Depends on used camera set-up

Depends on used camera set-up

2

Fixed position at rear of sensor pod
Range: < 500 m @ 100 kHz (VQ-

250)/150 kHz (VQ-450) (natural targets
ρ ≥ 80%) Pts per second: 600,000

(VQ-250) / 1.100.000 (VQ-450)
Accuracy: 10mm (VQ-250)/8mm (VQ-450)

N/A

Applanix POSPac MMS

Yes

Colourised point cloud /Intensity
laser-scan point cloud / Video /
Extract objects from point cloud

AVI, SHP, DXF, CSV

£400,000 - £500,000

Approx £25,000 £ per year
(hardware and software)
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FARO

Focus X30

Phase

1

1550

0.6mm / 2mm

30m / 2mm

360

300

2.25mm

976,000/122,000

1.5mm

Y

0.3mm (90%)

0.4mm (90%)

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.2kg

9kg

4.5hrs

Y

None

+5° – 40°

sd card

FARO

Focus X130/X130HDR

Phase

1

1550

0.6mm / 2mm

130m / 2mm

360

300

2.25mm

976,000/122,000

1.5mm

Y

0.3mm (90%)

0.4mm (90%)

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.2kg

9kg

4.5hrs

Y

None

+5° – 40°

sd card

FARO

Focus X330/X330HDR

Phase

1

1550

0.6mm / 2mm

330m / 2mm

360

300

2.25mm

976,000/122,000

1.5mm

Y

0.3mm (90%)

0.4mm (90%)

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.2kg

9kg

4.5hrs

Y

None

+5° – 40°

sd card

LLeica Geosystems

ScanStation P16

Pulse (time of flight)

1

1550nm (non-visible)

0.4m

40m

360

290

3.5mm/0.23mrad

up to 1,000,000

1.6mm

Y (real time)

0.4mm

0.4mm

0.5mm @40m

0.5mm @40m

-

-

-

-

12.25kg

optional 10.4 or 6.2kg

11hrs

Y

IP54

-20° – +50°C

256Gb internal SSD

TERRESTRIAL STATIC LASER SCANNERS

LLeica Geosystems

ScanStation P30

Pulse (time of flight)

1

1550nm (non-visible)

0.4m

120m

360

290

3.5mm/0.23mrad

up to 1,000,000

0.8mm (preset)

Y (real time)

0.4mm

0.4mm

0.5mm

0.5mm

-

-

-

-

12.25kg

optional 10.4 or 6.2kg

11hrs

Y

IP54

-20° – +50°C

256Gb internal SSD

COMPANY

MODEL

Type (pulse / time of flight)

Laser Class (IEC 60825-1)

Wavelength (Visible /IR)

Minimum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single

measurement (mm)

Maximum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single

measurement (mm)

Horizontal field of view (degrees)

Vertical field of view (degrees)

Beam diameter at aperture (mm)
and divergence (mrad) 

Max and min scan rate (pts/sec)

Max res (min pt space) at 10m

Dual axis compension (Y/N)

Range precision (rms) @10m
100% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @10m
10% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @50m
100% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @50m
10% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @100m
100% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @100m
10% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @max
range 100% reflectivity

Precision (rms) @ max range
10% reflectivity

Scanner weight (kg)

Case weight (kg)

Scan time with supplied batteries

Integrated camera (Yes/No) 

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Operating temperature range

Data storage method
X 130/330 HDR models capture brightness ranges of up
to 4 billion-to-1. Together with extended colour
resolution of up to 170 megapixels per scan, ensuring the
smallest details are captured with superior clarity.
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TERRESTRIAL STATIC LASER SCANNERS

LLeica Geosystems

ScanStation P40

Pulse (time of flight)

1

1550nm (non-visible)

0.4m

270m

360

290

3.5mm/0.23mrad

up to 1,000,000

0.4 (custom), 0.8mm (preset)

Y (real time)

0.4mm

0.4mm

0.5mm

0.5mm

-

-

-

-

12.25kg

optional 10.4 or 6.2kg

11hrs

Y

IP54

-20° – +50°C

256Gb internal SSD

COMPANY

MODEL

Type (pulse / time of flight)

Laser Class (IEC 60825-1)

Wavelength (Visible /IR)

Minimum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

Maximum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

Horizontal field of view (degrees)

Vertical field of view (degrees)

Beam diameter at aperture (mm)
and divergence (mrad) 

Max and min scan rate (pts/sec)

Max res (min pt space) at 10m

Dual axis compension (Y/N)

Range precision (rms) @10m
100% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @10m
10% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @50m
100% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @50m
10% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @100m
100% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @100m
10% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @max
range 100% reflectivity

Precision (rms) @ max range
10% reflectivity

Scanner weight (kg)

Case weight (kg)

Scan time with supplied batteries

Integrated camera (Yes/No) 

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Operating temperature range

Data storage method

Optech

ILRIS-HD-ER

Pulse

1

1535nn

3m / 7mm

1850m

360°

-20 to +90deg°

4 mm / 0.15 mrad

10,000

2mm

N

7mm

7mm

7mm

7mm

7mm

7mm

-

-

14kg

22.5kg

5hrs

Y

IP64

-20° to +40°C

Ext USB Device

Optech

ILRIS-HD

Pulse

1

1535nm

3m / 7mm

1250m

360°

-20 to +90deg°

4 mm / 0.15 mrad

10,000

2mm

N

7mm

7mm

7mm

7mm

7mm

7mm

-

-

14kg

22.5kg

5hrs

Y

IP64

-20° to +40°C

Ext USB Device

Optech

ILRIS-LR

Pulse

3

1064nm

3m / 7mm

3000m

360°

-20 to +90deg°

2 mm / 0.25 mrad

10,000

2mm

N

7mm

7mm

7mm

7mm

7mm

7mm

-

-

14kg

22.5kg

5hrs

Y

IP64

-20° to +40°C

Ext USB Device

Pentax

S-2100

Phase based

1

~1500 nm

0.3m

119.0m

N/A

360°

1.9 mm / <0.5
mrad

254 -1,016,000

3mm

N

0.2mm (80%)

0.5mm (14%)

0.9mm (80%)

3.1mm (14%)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

13.5

N/A

N/A

N

IP54

-10° to +45°C

internal 128Gb flash
card, 2×32 Gb USB
external flash drive
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Riegl

VZ-400i

Time of flight

1

IR

1.5m

800m

360°

-40°to+60°

6.5 mm / 0.35 mrad

500,000 / 42,000

0.12mm

Y(inclination sensor)

3 mm

3 mm

3 mm

3 mm

3 mm

3 mm

3 mm

3 mm

9.7kg

17.6kg

4½ hours

N

IP64

-20°C to +40°C

256Gb intl or USB

Riegl

VZ-400

Time of flight

1

IR

1.5m

600m

360°

-40°to+60°

6.5 mm/0.35 mrad

122,000 / 42,000

0.4mm

Y(inclination sensor)

3 mm

3 mm

3 mm

3 mm

3 mm

3 mm

3 mm

3 mm

9.6kg

17.6kg

4½ hours

N

IP64

-20°C to +40°C

32Gb intl or USB

TERRESTRIAL STATIC LASER SCANNERS

Riegl

VZ-1000

Time of flight

1

IR

2.5m

1400m

360°

-40°to+60°

7 mm / 0.3 mrad

122,000 / 29,000

0.4mm

Y(inclination sensor)

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

9.9kg

17.8kg

4 hours

N

IP64

-20°C to +40°C

32Gb intl or USB

Riegl

VZ-2000

Time of flight

1

IR

2.5m

2050m

360°

-40°to+60°

7 mm / 0.3 mrad

396,000 / 21,000

0.26mm

Y(inclination sensor)

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

9.8kg

17.8kg

3½ hours

N

IP64

-20°C to +40°C

64Gb intl or USB

COMPANY

MODEL

Type (pulse / time of flight)

Laser Class (IEC 60825-1)

Wavelength (Visible /IR)

Minimum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single

measurement (mm)

Maximum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single

measurement (mm)

Horizontal field of view (degrees)

Vertical field of view (degrees)

Beam diameter at aperture (mm)
and divergence (mrad) 

Max and min scan rate (pts/sec)

Max res (min pt space) at 10m

Dual axis compension (Y/N)

Range precision (rms) @10m
100% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @10m
10% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @50m
100% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @50m
10% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @100m
100% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @100m
10% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @max
range 100% reflectivity

Precision (rms) @ max range
10% reflectivity

Scanner weight (kg)

Case weight incl scanner (kg)

Scan time with supplied batteries

Integrated camera (Yes/No) 

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Operating temperature range

Data storage method

Pentax

S-3080

Phase based

3R

~780nm

0.4m

79.0m

360°

310°

3mm / <0.22
mrad

1,016,027

0.1mm

N

0.4mm (80%)

1.2mm RMS

1.8mm RMS

6.8mm RMS

-

-

-

-

9kg

-

2.4hrs changeable

N

IP53

-10° to +45°C

internal 60Gb

Pentax

S-3180

Phase based

1

~1500 nm

0.3m

187.0m

360°

320°

3.5mm / <0.3
mrad

1,016,027

0.1mm

Y

0.5mm (80%)

0.3mm RMS (14%)

2.7mm RMS (80%)

0.8mm RMS (14%)

2.0mm RMS (80%)

10mm RMS (14%)

-

-

9.8kg

-

2.5hrs per battery

S-3180V has
integrated camera.

IP53

-10° to +45°C

Internal 64GB, 2 x
64Gb USB extl.

flash drive
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Topcon

GLS-200S

Pulse

1M/3R switchable

1064nm

1m / 3.5mm

130m

360°

270°

depends on mode

48,000 - 120,000

3mm

Y

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

10kg

15kg

4hrs
2 cameras, 5Mp wide

angle + 5Mp telephoto

IP54

-10°C to +45°C

SD card

Topcon

GLS-200M

Pulse

1M/3R switchable

1064nm

1m / 3.5mm

350m

360°

270°

depends on mode

48,000 - 120,000

3mm

Y

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

10kg

15kg

4hrs
2 cameras, 5Mp wide

angle + 5Mp telephoto

IP54

-10°C to +45°C

SD card

Topcon

GLS-200L

Pulse

1M/3R switchable

1064nm

1m / 3.5mm

500m

360°

270°

depends on mode

48,000 - 120,000

3mm

Y

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

3.5mm

10kg

15kg

4hrs
2 cameras, 5Mp wide

angle + 5Mp telephoto

IP54

-10°C to +45°C

SD card

Riegl

VZ-4000

Time of flight

1

IR

5m

4000m

360°

±30°

18mm / 0.15 mrad

222,000 / 23,000

3.5mm@100m

Y(inclination sensor)

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

14.5 kg

24.9 kg

3 hours

Y

IP64

-20°C to +40° C

80Gb intl or USB

Riegl

VZ-6000

Time of flight

3B

IR

5m

6000m

360°

±30°

15 mm / 0.12 mrad

222,000 / 23,000

3.5mm@100m

Y(inclination sensor)

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

14.5 kg

24.9 kg

3 hours

Y

IP64

-20°C to +40°C

80Gb intl or USB

TERRESTRIAL STATIC LASER SCANNERS

COMPANY

MODEL

Type (pulse / time of flight)

Laser Class (IEC 60825-1)

Wavelength (Visible /IR)

Minimum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

Maximum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

Horizontal field of view (degrees)

Vertical field of view (degrees)

Beam diameter at aperture (mm)
and divergence (mrad) 

Max and min scan rate (pts/sec)

Max res (min pt space) at 10m

Dual axis compension (Y/N)

Range precision (rms) @10m
100% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @10m
10% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @50m
100% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @50m
10% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @100m
100% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @100m
10% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @max
range 100% reflectivity

Precision (rms) @ max range
10% reflectivity

Scanner weight (kg)

Case weight incl scanner (kg)

Scan time with supplied batteries

Integrated camera (Yes/No) 

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Operating temperature range

Data storage method

Trimble

TX8

Pulse (time of flight)

1R

1.5µm, invinsible

0.6m / 2mm

120m (340m)

360°

317°

6,10,34mm10m-30m-100m

1,000,000

1.9mm

Y

<1mm@90% reflectivity

<1mm@18% reflectivity

<1mm@90% reflectivity

<1mm@18% reflectivity

<1mm@90% reflectivity

<1mm@18% reflectivity

-

-

10.6kg

19.4kg

>2hrs

N

IP54

0° to +40°

USB flash drive
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COMPANY

MODEL

Type (pulse / time of flight)

Laser Class (IEC 60825-1)

Wavelength (Visible /IR)

Minimum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single

measurement (mm)

Maximum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single

measurement (mm)

Horizontal field of view (degrees)

Vertical field of view (degrees)

Beam diameter at aperture (mm)
and divergence (mrad) 

Max and min scan rate (pts/sec)

Max res (min pt space) at 10m

Dual axis compension (Y/N)

Range precision (rms) @10m
100% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @10m
10% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @50m
100% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @50m
10% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @100m
100% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @100m
10% reflectivity

Range precision (rms) @max
range 100% reflectivity

Precision (rms) @ max range
10% reflectivity

Scanner weight (kg)

Case weight (kg)

Scan time with supplied batteries

Integrated camera (Yes/No) 

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Operating temperature range

Data storage method

TERRESTRIAL STATIC LASER SCANNERS

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH

Z+F IMAGER 5010C &
Z+F IMAGER® 5010X

Phase based

1

~1500 nm

0.3m

187.3m

360°

320°

3.5mm / <0.3
mrad

31,250 -1,016,027

0.6mm

Y

0.2mm (80%)

0.4mm (14%)

0.5mm (80%)

2.2mm (14%)

1.6mm (80%)

10mm (14%)

-

-

9.8

N/A

3hrs per battery

Y

IP53

-10° to +45°C
internal 64Gb flash card,
2×32 Gb USB extl flash
drive. 5010X has extl

tablet PC (automatic data
transfer by WiFi)

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH

Z+F IMAGER® 5010

Phase based

1

~1500 nm

0.3m

187.3m

360°

320°

3.5mm / <0.3
mrad

31,250 -1,016,027

0.6mm

Y

0.3mm (80%)

0.5mm (14%)

0.8mm (80%)

2.7mm (14%)

2.0mm (80%)

10mm (14%)

-

-

9.8

N/A

2.5hrs per battery

N

IP53

-10° to +45°C

internal 64Gb flash
card, 2×32 Gb USB
external flash drive

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH

Z+F IMAGER® 5006h

Phase based

3R

~780 nm

0.4m

79.0m

360°

310°

3mm / 0.22
mrad

31,250 -1,016,027

1.5mm

N

0.4mm

1.2mm

1.8mm

6.8mm

N/A

N/A

-

-

12.3

N/A

2.5hrs per battery

N

N/A

-10° to +45°C

internal 64Gb 
hard drive

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH

Z+F IMAGER ®5006EX

Phase based

3R

~780 nm

0.4m

79.0m

360°

310°

3mm / 0.22
mrad

31,250 - 508,000

1.5mm

N

0.4mm

1.2mm

1.8mm

6.8mm 

N/A

N/A

-

-

30.6

N/A 

1hr per battery

N

IP53

0° to +40°C

internal 64Gb 
hard drive

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH

Z+F PROFILER® 9012
& PROFILER® 9012 M/A

Phase based

1

~1500 nm

0.3m

119.0m

N/A

360°

1.9 mm / 0.5
mrad

254,000 -1,016,000

3mm

N

0.2mm (80%)

0.5mm (14%)

0.9mm (80%)

3.1mm (14%)

N/A

N/A

-

-

13.5

N/A

N/A

N

IP54

-10° to +45°C

internal 128Gb flash
card, 2×32 Gb USB
external flash drive



The surveyor’s workhorse
used to be the theodolite and
tape, then it became the
theodolite and EDM, which
then morphed into the total
station and eventually we
consigned pen and soggy
paper to history – at least for
writing down the
observations. The total station
then became reflectorless,
robotic, locked on to the
prism, took photos and
started to scan.

Without doubt this is
impressive development but
as we noted in last year’s
Showcase, it is not easy to
see where total station
development is heading.
Developments this year have
also been by way of
improvement, greater range,
storage capacity and so on,
rather than ground-breaking
new functionality.

Leica captivates
Leica has removed the TS15
series and brought out the
TS16. The new models have
larger displays and 2Gb of
onboard storage. All are
capable of robotic operation
and the ‘I’ variant has
imaging capability. They all
support Leica Captivate
software and claim
relfectorless measurement to
1000m, but note that this is
to 90% reflective surfaces
whilst other manufacturers
have quoted ranges to 10%
reflective material as specified
in our table, so comparisons
have to be made with some
caution. At the top of the
range, the TM50 and TM50i
remain, with the latter
capable of scanning and
imaging. The TS60 and MS60
are new. Both have 5”
screens, larger memories and
imaging capability, but only

the MS60 can scan, at a rate
of 1000 pts per second.

Leica have also brought out
new controllers, the CS20 and
CS35. Again, larger screens,
better cameras and more
memory have been packed in
and they are now protected to
IP68 and IP65 respectively.
They can accept streaming
video from the onboard
camera at an impressive 20
frames per second.

Storage on the Nikon
range has been upgraded
whilst the top-of-the-range
Spectra Precision instrument
is the new Focus 35 with 1Gb
of storage on board and 8Gb
on the controller.

Topcon 4 BIM
All Topcon total stations
continue to carry the
company’s TS Shield security
system, which enables the
instrument to be tracked,
should it be stolen as well as
facilitating firmware
upgrades. There is now an
imaging version of the DS/DX,
which can also be used in
conjunction with Topcon’s
GNSS network rover for
resecting position and
combined total station / GNSS

data collection. The DS/SRX
now includes long range
Bluetooth to give a robotic
range 600m. The IS-310 is
billed as Topcon’s answer to
BIM: but it is not clear why it
warrants that badge. It
doesn’t have an eyepiece,
instead it sends video to a
data collector. The instrument
can be mounted on a bracket
in a place where it can
operate undisturbed.

Trimble tracks
Trimble have also been
upgrading their total stations.
The S3, S6 and S8 are no
longer listed, to be replaced
by the S5, S7 and S9. These
instruments have Trimble’s
‘Locate to Protect’ equipment
security feature. The S7 and
S9 have coaxial camera and
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laser scanning capability at 18
points per second. All
instruments can be used in
robotic mode and images can
be transmitted to the
controller at seven frames per
second. Trimble has also
added the YUMA 2
ruggedised tablet to its data-
logger options.

This year the comparison
tables indicate clear winners
on the technical front, but
manufacturers are coy about
stating the prices of their
instruments. We can only
present part of the equation,
the rest is up to you!

Turn the page to compare
over 50 ranges with over
150 angle readout options
and many more optional
features to choose from.

Total Stations: same
instruments, more
power
The evolution of the total station continues as
Richard Groom reveals in his introduction to
our ten pages of current models. He finds
winners in the technology and functionality
stakes but you’ll have to enquire about price
and probably  haggle hard to get the best deal.

Answers to different problems.
Right: Topcon’s IS-310 is for
BIM. Below: Trimble’s Yuma
ruggedised tablet controller.

Left: Leica’s
CS35 controller
has more
memory and
IP65 protection.

New models since last year. Above from left to
right: Leica TS16I (imaging), Trimble S5, Trimble
S7 and Trimble S9.

T
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COMPANY

MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification

Angular readouts available

Angular accuracies available

Servos (Yes  or No)

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

EDM - max range to 1 prism

EDM accuracy

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

Display type and size

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)

On-board software

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Note recording capability

On-board data storage 

Battery type and duration

Weight, including batteries & case

Environmental protection (IP rating)

ROBOTIC OPERATION

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Recommended controller 

Controller IP rating

Controller display type and size

Streaming video from onboard camera?

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

Note storage capability on
controller and type

OTHER FEATURES

GeoMax

Zoom 20Pro Series

30×

1”

2”, 3”, 5”, 7”

N

-

-

3500m

2mm +2ppm

250m / 400m

3mm +2ppm

280×160px, LCD

Y

Windows® CE Embedded

N

N

N

50,000 pts

Lithium-ion, 9 hrs

5.1 kg

IP54

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

GeoMax

Zoom 30Pro Series

30×

1”

2”, 3”, 5”, 7”

N

-

-

3500m

2mm +2ppm

400m / 600m

3mm +2ppm/4mm+2ppm

320×240px, LCD

Y

Windows® CE Embedded

N

N

N

50,000 pts

Lithium-ion, 9 hrs

5.1 kg

IP54

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

GeoMax

Zoom 35Pro Series

30×

1”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

N

-

-

3500m/10,000m

2mm +2ppm/5mm+2ppm

600m / 1000m

3mm +2ppm/4mm+2ppm

320×240px, LCD

Y

Windows® CE Embedded

N

N

N

50,000 pts

Lithium-ion, 9 hrs

5.1 kg

IP54

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

GeoMax

Zoom 80 Series

30×

0.1”

1”, 2”, 5”

Y

Y

Y

3500m/10,000m

2mm +1.5ppm/5mm+2ppm

1000m

2mm +2ppm/4mm+2ppm

320×240px, LCD

-

Windows® CE Embedded

N

N

N

N

Lithium-ion, 9 hrs

5.5 kg

IP54

optional

N

Getac Z710 Android® 4.1

IP65

7.0" TFT LCD WSVGA

1024x600

N

Y

Y

Pentax

W-821NX - W-825NX

30×

0.5”, 1” and 5”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

N

N

N

7,000m

2mm + 2ppm

550m

3mm + 2ppm

3.7” colour touch screen

Y

Field Genius

Y

N

Y

SD card

Lithium-ion, 5.5 hrs

6.3kg

IP54

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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COMPANY

MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification

Angular readout available

Angular accuracies available

Servos (Yes  or No)

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

EDM - max range to 1 prism

EDM accuracy

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

Display type and size

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)

On-board software

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Note recording capability

On-board data storage 

Battery type and duration

Weight, including batteries & case

Environmental protection (IP rating)

ROBOTIC OPERATION

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Recommended controller 

Controller IP rating

Controller display type and size

Streaming video from onboard camera?

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

Note storage capability on
controller and type

OTHER FEATURES

Pentax

R-422VN - R-425VN

30×

1” and 5”

2”, 3”, 5”

N

N

N

7,000m

3mm + 2ppm

400m

5mm + 2ppm

Graphic 240×96px, LCD

Y

Power Topo LITE

N

N

Y

45,000pts

Lithium-ion, 7 hrs

-

IP56

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Pentax

R-202NE - R-205NE

30×

1” and 5”

2”, 3”, 5”

N

N

N

3,000m

3mm + 2ppm

300m

2mm + 2ppm

Graphic 240×96px, LCD

Y

Power Topo LITE

N

N

Y

20,000 pts

Lithium-ion, 7 hrs

-

IP56

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Pentax

R-423VDN - R-425VDN

30×

0.5” and 1”

3”, 5”

N

N

N

7,000m

2mm + 2ppm

400m

5mm + 2ppm

Graphic 240×96px, LCD

Y

Power Topo LITE

Y

N

Y

45,000pts

Lithium-ion, 7 hrs

-

IP66

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Pentax

R-2501N - R-2505N

30×

0.5” and 1”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

N

N

N

7,000m

2mm + 2ppm

600m

3mm + 2ppm

Graphic 240×96px, LCD

Y

Power Topo LITE

N

N

Y

45,000pts

Lithium-ion, 4.5 hrs

-

IP66

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Pentax

R-2501DN - R-2505DN

30×

0.5” and 1”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

N

N

N

7,000m

2mm + 2ppm

600m

3mm + 2ppm

Graphic 240×96px, LCD

Y

Power Topo LITE

Y

N

Y

45,000pts

Lithium-ion, 4.5 hrs

-

IP66

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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COMPANY

MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification

Angular readouts available

Angular accuracies available

Servos (Yes  or No)

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

EDM - max range to 1 prism

EDM accuracy

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

Display type and size

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)

On-board software

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Note recording capability

On-board data storage 

Battery type and duration

Weight, including batteries & case

Environmental protection (IP rating)

ROBOTIC OPERATION

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Recommended controller 

Controller IP rating

Controller display type and size

Streaming video from onboard camera?

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

Note storage capability on
controller and type

OTHER FEATURES

Leica Geosystems

Builder 200 SET

30×

9”, 6”

N

-

-

-

5mm +2ppm

80m

3mm +2ppm

280×160px, mono LCD

Y

Leica Builder

N

N

Y

2Mb

Lithium-ion, 10 hrs

5.2 kg

IP55

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Leica Geosystems

Builder 300 SET

30×

9”, 6”

N

-

-

-

5mm +2ppm

120m

3mm +2ppm

280×160px, mono LCD

Y

Leica Builder

N

N

Y

2Mb

Lithium-ion, 10 hrs

5.2 kg

IP55

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Leica Geosystems

iCON Builder 60

30×

1”

2”, 5”, 9”

N

-

-

-

1mm +1.5ppm

500m

2mm +2ppm

VGA 640×480 colour

Y

iCONstruct

N

N

Y

1Gb + SD, USB

Lithium-ion, 8 hrs

5.8 kg

IP55

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Leica Geosystems

iCON Robot 60

30×

1”

1”, 2”, 5”

Y

1000m

Cube Search

1mm +1.5ppm

1000m

2mm +2ppm

VGA 640×480 colour

Y

iCONstruct

N

N

Y

1Gb + SD, USB

Lithium-ion, 7 hrs

5.9 kg

IP55

350m

Y

Leica CC55 or CC66

IP65

3.5” or 7” colour touch

N

Y

Y

Leica Geosystems

Builder 400 SET

30×

9”, 5”

N

-

-

3500m

5mm +2ppm

15m

2mm +2ppm

280×160px, mono LCD

Y

Leica Builder

N

N

Y

10Mb

Lithium-ion, 10 hrs

5.2 kg

IP55

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Leica Geosystems

Builder 500 SET

30×

9”, 5”, 3”

N

-

-

3500m

5mm +2ppm

250m

2mm +2ppm

280×160px, mono LCD

Y

Leica Builder

N

N

Y

10Mb

Lithium-ion, 10 hrs

5.2 kg

IP55

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Leica iCON series seamlessly works with
Total Stations, GNSS and Machine Control
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Leica Geosystems

iCON Robot 50

30×

5”, 2”

N

Y

Y

3500m

1mm +1.5ppm

250m

3mm +2ppm

-

N

none

N

N

N

compact flash card

Lithium-ion, 10 hrs

4.8 kg

IP54

250m LRBT

Y

Leica iCON CC61

IP65

colour touch 7”

No

No

via USB

Leica Geosystems

Leica TS02

30×

7”, 5”, 3”

N

N

N

3500m

1.5mm +2ppm

500m

2mm +2ppm

colour touch with graphics

N

Leica Flexfield

N

N

Y

60k measurements

Lithium-ion, 10 hrs

5.1 kg

IP55

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Leica Geosystems

Leica TS06

30×

5”, 3”, 2”

N

N

N

3500m

1.5mm +2ppm

500m

2mm +2ppm

colour touch with graphics

Y

Leica Flexfield

N

N

Y

60k measurements

Lithium-ion, 10 hrs

5.1 kg

IP55

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Leica Geosystems

Leica TS09

30×

5”, 3”, 1”

N

N

N

3500m

1.5mm +2ppm

500m

2mm +2ppm

colour touch with graphics

Y

Leica Flexfield

N

N

Y

60k measurements

Lithium-ion, 10 hrs

5.1 kg

IP55

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Leica Geosystems

Leica Viva TS12P

30×

0.1” to 1”

5”, 3”,2”

Y

Y

Y

3500m

1mm +1.5ppm

>1,000m to 90%

2mm +2ppm

VGA colour touch display

Y

-

N

N

N

N

Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs

4.8 - 6.5 kg

IP54

450-550m Bluetooth 

Y

CS15

IP67

3.5” VGA colour touch

N

Y

1Gb intl + SD, USB CF

Value robotic instrument
with PowerSearch, best-in-

class reflectorless
measurement and fully-

functional intuitive
controller software.

COMPANY

MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification

Angular readouts available

Angular accuracies available

Servos (Yes  or No)

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

EDM - max range to 1 prism

EDM accuracy

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

Display type and size

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)

On-board software

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Note recording capability

On-board data storage 

Battery type and duration

Weight, including batteries & case

Environmental protection (IP rating)

ROBOTIC OPERATION

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Recommended controller 

Controller IP rating

Controller display type and size

Streaming video from onboard camera?

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

Note storage capability on
controller and type

OTHER FEATURES

T
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COMPANY

MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification

Angular readouts available

Angular accuracies available

Servos (Yes  or No)

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

EDM - max range to 1 prism

EDM accuracy

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

Display type and size

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)

On-board software

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Note recording capability

On-board data storage 

Battery type and duration

Weight, including batteries & case

Environmental protection (IP rating)

ROBOTIC OPERATION

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Recommended controller 

Controller IP rating

Controller display type and size

Streaming video from onboard camera?

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

Note storage capability on
controller and type

OTHER FEATURES

Leica Geosystems

Leica TS16M

30x

0.1" to 1'

1", 2", 3", 5"

Yes 

No

No

3,500m

1mm + 1.5ppm

>1,000m to 90%

2mm + 2ppm

5" WVGA (800x480)

Y

Leica Captivate

No

No

Y

2Gb intl + SD card 

Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs 

5.3kg - 6.0kg

IP55

Optional

450m-550m LRBT

Yes

Leica CS20/CS35

IP68/IP65

5" WVGA /10.1" WUXGA

Y

Y

2Gb intl + 8Gb SD
or 128Gb intl SSD

Motorised total station
with best-in-class

reflectorless
measurement and
engaging onboard

software for immersive
user experience.

Leica Geosystems

Leica TS16A

30x

0.1" to 1'

1", 2", 3", 5"

Yes 

Yes

Yes

3,500m

1mm + 1.5ppm

>1,000m to 90%

2mm + 2ppm

5" WVGA (800x480)

Y

Leica Captivate

No

No

Y

2Gb intl + SD card 

Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs 

5.3kg - 6.0kg

IP55

Optional

450m-550m LRBT

Yes

Leica CS20

IP68

5" WVGA colour

Y

Y

2Gb intl + 8Gb SD

Self-learning TS
continuously and auto -

matically adjusts to
environment (ATRplus)
to reliably track  prism
and ignore irrelevant

targets and reflections.

Leica Geosystems

Leica TS16P

30x

0.1" to 1'

1", 2", 3", 5"

Yes 

Yes

Yes

3,500m

1mm + 1.5ppm

>1,000m to 90%

2mm + 2ppm

5" WVGA (800x480)

Y

Leica Captivate

No

No

Y

2Gb intl + SD card 

Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs 

5.3kg - 6.0kg

IP55

Optional

450m-550m LRBT

Yes

Leica CS20/CS35

IP68/IP65

5" WVGA /10.1" WUXGA

Y

Y

2Gb intl + 8Gb SD
or 128Gb intl SSD

Same as TS16A but with
PowerSearch feature.

Leica Geosystems

Leica Viva TS11

30×

0.1” to 1”

5”, 3”, 2”, 1”

N

N

N

3500m

1mm +1.5ppm

>1,000m to 90%

2mm +2ppm

VGA colour touch display

Y

Leica Viva

N

N

Y

1Gb intl + SD card

Lithium-ion, 14 hrs

5.8kg

IP55

N

-

-

-

-

-

-

- 

-

Top-end manual total
station with best-in-

class reflectorless
measurement and fully-
functional intuitive on-

board software.

Leica Geosystems

Leica Viva TS11i

30×

0.1” to 1”

5”, 3”, 2”, 1”

N

N

N

3500m

1mm +1.5ppm

>1,000m to 90%

2mm +2ppm

VGA colour touch display

Y

Leica Viva

Y

N

Y

-

Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs

5.8kg

IP55

N

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Top-end manual total
station with best-in-

class reflectorless
measurement and fully-
functional intuitive on-

board software.
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COMPANY

MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification

Angular readouts available

Angular accuracies available

Servos (Yes  or No)

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

EDM - max range to 1 prism

EDM accuracy

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

Display type and size

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)

On-board software

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Note recording capability

On-board data storage 

Battery type and duration

Weight, including batteries & case

Environmental protection (IP rating)

ROBOTIC OPERATION

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Recommended controller 

Controller IP rating

Controller display type and size

Streaming video from onboard camera?

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

Note storage capability on
controller and type

OTHER FEATURES

Leica Geosystems

Leica TS16I 

30x

0.1" to 1'

1", 2", 3", 5"

Yes 

Yes

Yes

3,500m

1mm + 1.5ppm

>1,000m to 90%

2mm + 2ppm

5" WVGA (800x480)

Y

Leica Captivate

Y

No

Y

2Gb intl + SD card 

Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs 

5.3kg - 6.0kg

IP55

Optional

450m-550m LRBT

Yes

Leica CS20

IP68

5" WVGA  colour

Y

Y

2Gb intl + 8Gb SD
or 128Gb intl SSD

Same as TS16A but with
Imaging and

PowerSearch included.

Leica Geosystems

Leica Nova TM50

30×

0.1” to 1”

0.5”, 1”

Y

Y

Y

3500m

0.6mm +1ppm

>1000m to 90%

2mm +2ppm

3.5” VGA colour touch

Y

Leica Viva

N

N

Y

1Gb intl + SD card

Lithium-ion, 7-9 hrs

7.6 kg

IP65

450 -550mm LRBT

Y

CS20/CS35

IP68/IP65

5” WVGA/10.1”

Y

Y

2Gb intl + 8Gb SD card

High precision, high speed,
fully-robotic monitoring
total station with long

range target
acquisition/centring.

Best-in-class reflectorless
measurement and fully-
functional intuitive on-

board software.

Leica Geosystems

Leica Nova TM50i

30×

0.1” to 1”

0.5”, 1”

Y

Y

Y

3500m

0.6mm +1ppm

>1000m to 90%

2mm +2ppm

3.5” VGA colour touch

Y

Leica Viva

Y

Y

Y

1Gb intl + SD card

Lithium-ion, 7-9 hrs

7.6 kg

IP65

450-550m LRBT

Y

CS20

IP68

5” WVGA colour touch

Y

Y

2Gb intl + 8Gb SD card

Imaging variant of high
precision, high speed, fully-

robotic monitoring total
station with long range

target acquisition/centring.
Best-in-class reflectorless
measurement and fully-

functional intuitive on-board
software.

Leica Geosystems

Leica TS60

30x

0.1" to 1'

0.5"

Yes

Yes

Yes 

3,500m

0.6mm + 1ppm

>1,000m to 90% reflective

2mm + 2ppm

dual face 5" WVGA  

Y

Leica Captivate

Yes

No

Yes

2Gb intl + SD card slot

7-9 hours swappable

7.7kg

IP65

Optional

450m-550m LRBT

Yes

Leica CS20/CS35

IP68/IP65

5" WVGA /10.1" WUXGAYes

Yes

Yes 

Yes - 128GB internal SSD

High precision, high speed, dual
camera imaging and

PowerSearch.
Self-learning total station which
continuously and automatically

adjusts to environment (ATRplus)
to track the prism and ignore

irrelevant targets and reflections. 

Leica Geosystems

Leica MS60

30x

0.1" to 1'

1"

Yes

Yes

Yes 

10,000m

1mm + 1.5ppm

>2,000m to 90% reflective

2mm + 2ppm

dual face 5" WVGA  

Y

Leica Captivate

Yes

Yes

Yes

2Gb intl + SD card slot

7-9 hours swappable

7.7kg

IP65

Optional

450m-550m LRBT

Yes

Leica CS20

IP68

5" WVGA colour touch

Yes

Yes 

2Gb intl + 8Gb SD card

MultiStation with scanning
capability upto 100Hz.

High precision, high speed, dual
camera imaging and

PowerSearch. Dual camera
imaging, high precision, high

speed MultiStation.



Spectra Precision

Focus 35

31×

1”, 5”, 10”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

Y

Yes, upto 800m

Y

4000m

2mm +2ppm

800m

3mm + 2ppm

colour touch screen

Y

SurveyPro

N

N

Y

1Gb

Lithium-ion, 6 hrs

9 kg

IP55

800m

N

Spectra Precision Ranger

IP67

VGA colour touch screen

N

Y

8Gb Flash

TOTAL STATIONS
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COMPANY

MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification

Angular readout

Angular accuracy

Servos (Yes  or No)

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

EDM - max range to 1 prism

EDM accuracy

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

Display type and size

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)

On-board software

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Note recording capability

On-board data storage 

Battery type and duration

Weight, including batteries & case

Environmental protection (IP rating)

ROBOTIC OPERATION

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Recommended controller 

Controller IP rating

Controller display type and size

Streaming video from onboard camera?

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

Note storage capability on
controller and type

OTHER FEATURES

Nikon

Nivo C

30×

0.5”, 1” or 5”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

N

N

N

3000m/5000m

2mm +2ppm

500m

3mm + 2ppm

colour touch screen

Y

SurveyPro etc

N

N

Y

1Gb

Lithium-ion, hot
swappable, 26 hrs

6.3 – 6.4 kg

IP56/IP66 (2”, 3” & 5”)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nikon

Nivo M+

30×

1” or 5”

2”, 3” or 5”

N

N

N

3000m/5000m

2mm +2ppm

500m

3mm + 2ppm

graphic LCD, backlit

Y

Nikon onboard

N

N

Y

25,000 records

Lithium-ion, hot
swappable, 57 hrs

6.3 – 6.4 kg

IP66

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nikon

NPL-322+

30×

1” or 5”

2” and 5”

N

N

N

3000m

2mm +2ppm

400m

3mm + 3ppm

graphic LCD, backlit

Y

Nikon onboardc

N

N

Y

25,000 records

Lithium-ion, 11 hrs

7.5 kg

IP54

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nikon

DTM-322

30×

01” or 5”

2” and 5”

N

N

N

3000m

3mm +2ppm

-

-

graphic LCD, backlit

Y

Nikon onboard

N

N

Y

25,000 records

Lithium-ion, 15 hrs

7.4 kg

IP55

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-



Spectra Precision

Focus 8

30×

1”, 5”

2”, 5”

N

N

N

3000m/5000m

2mm +2ppm

500m

3mm + 2ppm

colour touch screen

Y

SurveyPro

N

N

Y

1Gb

Lithium-ion, hot
swappable, 26 hrs

6.3 – 6.4 kg

IP66

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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COMPANY

MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification

Angular readouts available

Angular accuracies available

Servos (Yes  or No)

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

EDM - max range to 1 prism

EDM accuracy

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

Display type and size

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)

On-board software

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Note recording capability

On-board data storage 

Battery type and duration

Weight, including batteries & case

Environmental protection (IP rating)

ROBOTIC OPERATION

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Recommended controller 

Controller IP rating

Controller display type and size

Streaming video from onboard camera?

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

Note storage capability on
controller and type

OTHER FEATURES

Spectra Precision

Focus 6+

30×

1”, 5”

2”, 5”

N

N

N

3000m/5000m

2mm +2ppm

500m

3mm + 2ppm

graphic LCD backlit

Y

Spectra Precision

N

N

Y

25,000 records

Lithium-ion, 57 hrs

6.2 / 6.3kg

IP66

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Topcon

2LS Cygnus

30×

1”and 5”

2”

N

N

N

2000m

2mm +2ppm

200m

3mm + 2ppm

LCD 192 x 80 pixels

Y

Digital Fieldbook

N

N

N

24,000 pts

Lithium-Ion, 23 hrs

4.9kg

IP54

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Topcon

LN-100

n/a

n/a

1” 

Y

Y

Y

100m

3mm

n/a

n/a

n/a

N

none

N

N

N

N

Lithium-ion, 5 hrs

4kg

IP65

Wifi, 100m

Y

Tesla / FC500

IP67/IP66

5.7”/4.3” touch screen

N

Y

Y

Includes TS Shield
maintenance and security.
Allows instrument to be

tracked if stolen and
provides automatic

firmware update alerts  -
firmware uploaded via wifi.
This model is self-levelling
and has a laser plummet. 

Topcon/Sokkia

ES/CX

30×

1” or 5”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”, 7”

N

N

N

4000m

2mm +2ppm

500m (18%)

3mm + 2ppm (10+10)

LCD 192 x 80 pixels

Y

Digital Fieldbook

N

N

N

10,000 pts

Lithium-Ion, 36 hrs

5.6kg

IP66

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

This model includes TS
Shield maintenance and

security. Allows the
instrument to be tracked if

stolen and automatic
firmware update alerts  -

firmware uploaded via wifi.
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COMPANY

MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification

Angular readouts available

Angular accuracies available

Servos (Yes  or No)

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

EDM - max range to 1 prism

EDM accuracy

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

Display type and size

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)

On-board software

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Note recording capability

On-board data storage 

Battery type and duration

Weight, including batteries & case

Environmental protection (IP rating)

ROBOTIC OPERATION

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Recommended controller 

Controller IP rating

Controller display type and size

Streaming video from onboard camera?

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

Note storage capability on
controller and type

OTHER FEATURES

Topcon/Sokkia

PS/SRX

30×

1” or 5”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

Y

1000m

Y (with RC5)

6000m

1.5mm +2ppm

1000m (18%)

2mm + 2ppm

3.5”colour touchscreen

Y

MAGNET Field

N

Y

Y

500Mb + USB

Lithium-Ion, 4 hrs

7.0kg

IP65

600m, Bluetooth

Y

Tesla /FC336 /SHC336

IP67/IP68

5.7”/ 4.3”/3.5”

N

Y

Y
Includes TS Shield maintenance

and security. Allows the
instrument to be tracked if

stolen and alerts user if new
firmware is available. Firmware
can be updated via wifi. When

partnered with the Hiper SR
Network rover this GNSS
(Hybrid) solution allows,
resection,lock and switch

functionality.

Topcon

IS-3 (Imaging)

30×

1” or 5”

1”, 3”, 5”

Y

Y

Y

3000m

2mm +2ppm

1.5-250m/250-2000m

3mm +2ppm /10 +10

3.5”colour touch screen

Y

Topsurv onboard

Y

Y

Y

1Gb SD

Lithium-Ion, 8 hrs

6.2kg

IP54

1000m - radio 
(WLAN-250m)

Y

Tesla/FC500

IP67/IP66

5.7” / 4.3”

Y

Y

Y

Stream live video and
record images "through

the lens" with this
instrument.

Topcon/Sokkia

MS05AXII / NET05AXII

30×

0.1”

0.5”

Y

1000m

Y

3500m

0.8mm +1ppm

100m

1mm +1ppm 

3.5” touch screen

Y

MAGNET Field

N

Y

Y

500Mb + USB

Lithium-Ion, 4 hrs

7.6kg

IP65

600m, Bluetooth

Y

Tesla / FC336/SHC336 

IP67/IP68

5.7”/4.3”/3.5”

N

Y

Y
High Precision Total Station

for Precision Monitoring and
Metrology. Includes TS Shield

maintenance and security.
Allows instrument to be tracked
if stolen and alerts user if new
firmware is available. Firmware

can be updated via wifi
t

Topcon/Sokkia

OS/FX

30×

1”or 5”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

N

N

N

4000m

2mm +2ppm

500m (18%)

3+2 to 100m, 10+10

3.5”colour touch screen

Y

MAGNET Field

N

N

Y

500Mb + USB

Lithium-Ion, 20 hrs

5.7kg

IP65

300m*, Bluetooth

-

Tesla* (Mesa)/ FC500

IP67 / IP68

5.7” / 4.3”

N

Y

Y

Includes TS Shield maintenance
and security. Allows instrument

to be tracked if stolen and
alerts user if new firmware is

available. ** Long-link
bluetooth allows controller to

be attached to the pole,
instrument manually turned and

observations/coding input at
the pole.

Topcon/Sokkia

DS/DX/DS200i

30×

1” or 5”

1”, 3”, 5”

optional upgrade

1000m

Y

6000m

1.5mm +2ppm

1000m (18%)

2mm + 2ppm

3.5”colour touch screen

Y

MAGNET Field

Y

Y

Y

500Mb + USB

Lithium-Ion, 5 hrs

6.1kg

IP65

300m, Bluetooth

Y

Tesla / fc336/SHC336

IP67/IP68

5.7”/4.3”/3.5”

Y

Y

Y

Includes TS Shield maintenance
and security. Allows the

instrument to be tracked if
stolen and alerts user if new

firmware is available.Firmware
can be updated via wifi. When

partnered with Hiper SR Network
rover this GNSS (Hybrid)

solution allows, resection,lock
and switch functionality.

Imaging available on DS-200i.

Topcon

IS-310

30×

1” or 5”

1”, 3”, 5”

Y

Y

Y

3000m

2mm +2ppm (10+10)

1.5-250m/250-2000m

3mm +2ppm /10 +10

-

N

N

Y

Y

N

1Gb SD

Lithium-Ion, 8 hrs

6.2kg

IP54

1000m - radio 
(WLAN-250m)

Y

Tesla /FC500

IP67/IP68

5.7” / 4.3”

Y

Y

Y

Topcon solution for BIM,
no eye-piece to look

through. All images are
transferred to the data

collector for "image-aided"
surveying and setting out.



Trimble

S5

30×

0.1”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

Y

<800m

Y

5500m

1mm +2ppm

600m

2mm +2ppm 

colour 320x240px

Y

Trimble Access

N

N

Y

128 Mb

Lithium-ion, 7 hrs

6.3kg

IP65

optional

800m, 2.4Ghz radio

Y

Trimble TSC3 / YUMA2

IPX7 

colour TFT 640x480

Y

Y

8Gb flash + SD card

Integrated Survey with
Trimble GNSS.  Multitrack
autolock technology with

unique channel ID.
Locate2Protect real-time

asset tracking.

Trimble

M3

30×

1”

1”, 3”, 5”

N

-

-

3000m to 5000m

2mm +2ppm

400m

3mm +2ppm 

graphic 128x64 px

Y

Trimble Access

N

N

Y

128 Mb

Lithium-ion, 11 hrs

6.5kg

IP66

-

-

-

- 

-

-

-

-

Trimble

M1 DR

30×

2”

2”, 5”

N

-

-

3000m

2mm +2ppm

400m

3mm +3ppm 

graphic 128x64 px

Y

-

N

N

Y

64Mb

Lithium-ion, 11 hrs

4.9kg

IP54

-

-

-

- 

-

-

-

-
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COMPANY

MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification

Angular readouts available

Angular accuracies available

Servos (Yes  or No)

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

EDM - max range to 1 prism

EDM accuracy

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

Display type and size

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)

On-board software

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Note recording capability

On-board data storage 

Battery type and duration

Weight, including batteries & case

Environmental protection (IP rating)

ROBOTIC OPERATION

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Recommended controller 

Controller IP rating

Controller display type and size

Streaming video from onboard camera?

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

Note storage capability on
controller and type

OTHER FEATURES

 

d

Topcon/Sokkia

GYRO XII

30×

1”, 5”

15”Azimuth

Y

1000m

Y

6000m

1.5mm +2ppm

1000m (18%)

2mm +2ppm 

3.5” touch screen

Y

MAGNET Field

N

Y

Y

500Mb + USB

Lithium-Ion, 4 hrs

7.1 + 2.2kg

IP65

N

N

Tesla / FC336/SHC336 

IP67/IP68

5.7”/4.3”/3.5”

N

Y

Y
Allows automatic aquisition of
"true north" in 19 mins to an
accuracy of ±15 secs of arc.

Automatic measurement
removes human error and

increases accuracy for
tunnelling and other specialized

apps.

Trimble

S7

30×

0.1”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

Y

<800m

Y

5500m

1mm +2ppm

600m

2mm +2ppm 

colour 320x240px

Y

Trimble Access

Y (coaxial)

Y

Y

128 Mb

Lithium-ion, 6.5 hrs

6.3kg

IP65

optional

800m, 2.4Ghz radio

Y

Trimble TSC3 / YUMA2

IPX7 

colour TFT 640x480

Y

Y

8Gb flash + SD card

Integrated Survey with
Trimble GNSS.  HDR
imagery, Multitrack

autolock technology with
unique channel ID.

Locate2Protect real time
asset tracking.

Trimble

S9 / S9HP

30×

0.1”

0.5”or 1”

Y

<800m

Y

5500m

1+2ppm/0.8mm+1ppm

600m / 120m

2mm +2ppm/3mm+2ppm

colour 320x240px

Y

Trimble Access

Y(coaxial)

Y / N on S9HP

Y

128 Mb

Lithium-ion, 7 hrs

6.3kg

IP65

800m, 2.4Ghz radio

Y

Trimble TSC3 / YUMA2

IPX7 

colour TFT 640x480

Y

Y

8Gb flash + SD card

Integrated Survey with
Trimble GNSS.  HDR
imagery, Multitrack

autolock with unique
channel ID.  Long Range
Fineline and High power
laser pointer available.

Locate2Protect real-time
asset tracking

M1 DR & M3: The Trimble M-Series is
a small range mecanical TS that can
be used with or without a Trimble

ACCESS data logger
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